


ABSTRACT

Cell Motility and Machine Learning

by

Guangyuan Yu

Cell migration is a necessary function in organisms. It is relevant to wound healing,

immune reaction, cancer expansion. One example is durotaxis: Cells exhibit qualitatively

different behaviors on substrates with different rigidities. The fact that cells are more po-

larized on the stiffer substrate motivates us to construct a two-dimensional cell with the

distribution of focal adhesions dependent on substrate rigidities. This distribution affects

the forces exerted by the cell and thereby determines its motion. Our model reproduces the

experimental observation that the persistence time is higher on the stiffer substrate. This

stiffness-dependent persistence will lead to durotaxis, the preference in moving towards

stiffer substrates. We derive and validate a two-dimensional corresponding Fokker-Planck

equation associated with our model. Another example is the chemotaxis: Leukotriene B4

is secreted as exosomes by neutrophils, serving as a secondary gradient to amplify the

chemical attraction of primary chemoattractants. We introduce a model to compare the en-

hancement effect between directly releasing Leukotriene B4 and generating as exosomes.

We attribute this advantage to the longer lifetime of exosomes which leads to a larger range

of attraction. The third example is in the immune system: The infiltrations of T are different

in patients, which could be a tool for the prognosis. High CD8+ T cell counts (both overall

and inside cancer-cell islands) is associated with better patient outcome. However, a cut-off

of the T-cell count has to be selected manually to separate groups of patients. In this work,



we propose a method to classify the small patch of triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC)

tumor and use the overall percentage of good patches as a marker to predict the prognosis,

which is an automatic method of prognosis and could also be used for other cancers. The

result shows that the machine learns the importance of cell count and cell infiltration and

use the combination as an indicator for prognosis. We also applied the machine learning

method on sperm classification and quantum many-body problem. In sperm classification,

we could get around 75% accuracy with balanced good and poor example. In quantum

many-body problems, we proposed a deep neural network to calculate the ground-state en-

ergies and it shows excellent agreement with the Bethe-Ansatz exact solution. Furthermore,

we also calculate the loop correlation function using the wave function obtained.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cell migration is a central process in the development and maintenance of multicellular

organisms. Tissue formation during embryonic development, wound healing and immune

responses all require the orchestrated movement of cells in particular directions to specific

locations. Cells often migrate in response to specific external signals, including chemical

signals and mechanical signals. Errors during this process have serious consequences,

including intellectual disability, vascular disease, tumor formation, and metastasis. An

understanding of the mechanism by which cells migrate may lead to the development of

novel therapeutic strategies for controlling, for example, invasive tumor cells.

The phenomena that the cell migration is guided by environmental physical prop-

erty(rigidity gradients) and chemical substances are called durotaxis and chemotaxis re-

spectively. For durotaxis, most normal cells migrate up rigidity gradients. [1] Durotaxis

can both happen on single-cell and group of cells level. [2] The rigidity is commonly mea-

sured usingYoung’s modulus.

ECM stiffness was also noted to influence cytoskeletal stiffness, fibronectin fibril as-

sembly, the strength ofintegrin-cytoskeletal interactions, morphology and motility rate, all

of which were known to influence cell migration. [3, 4] The rigidity of the ECM is signif-

icantly different across cell types: Obviously, the bone tissue and cell wall of plant cells

are rigid. Collagen and elastin are known to be most influential in defining the mechani-

cal properties of the ECM. Collagen is the fibrous protein that gives the ECM its tensile

strength, or rigidity. Elastin- as its name suggests - is a highly elastic protein with an im-
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portant role in tissues that need to return to their original positions after deformation, such

asskin, blood vessels, and lungs. The relative concentrations of these two main determi-

nants, along with other less influential matrix components, determine the rigidity of the

ECM. [5]

Durotactic gradients are simply made by creating 2-dimensional substrates out of poly-

mer in which the stiffness is controlled by cross-linking density, which in turn is controlled

by cross-linker concentration. The polymer must be coated with a material that the cell can

adhere to, such as collagen or fibronectin.

It is a common observation that tumors are stiffer than the surrounding tissue, and even

serves as the basis forbreast cancerself-examination. In fact, breast cancer tissue has been

reported to be as much as ten times stiffer than normal tissue. There is increasing evi-

dence that durotaxis plays a role in cancer metastasis. Experiments in mice have demon-

strated that tumor cells preferentially invade into the adjacent stroma along stiff collagen

fibers. [6] These stiff collagen alignments can be used to identify focal sites of breast tumor

cell micro invasion. [7] Though some research shows that stiffer tumors are indicative of

increased metastasis and decreased survival (which contradicts the concept that durotac-

tic cells should be more attracted to the tumor and metastasize less), this is not counter-

intuitive because collagen-dependent integrin signaling has a wide range of consequences

beyond durotaxis, including inhibition of thetumor suppressor PTEN via upregulation of

themiRNA, miR-18a. [8] Moreover, there is evidence that increased tumor stiffness does,

in fact, correlate with decreased metastasis, as the principle of durotaxis would suggest. [9]

Chemotaxis is the movement of an organism in response to a chemical stimulus. So-

matic cells, bacteria, and other single-cell or multicellular organisms direct their move-

ments according to certain chemicals in their environment. Chemotaxis has many exam-

ples, like the movement of sperm towards the egg, migration of neurons, lymphocytes or
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leukocytes. Positive chemotaxis occurs if the movement is toward a higher concentration of

the chemical in question; negative chemotaxis if the movement is in the opposite direction.

Exosomes are secreted extracellular membrane vesicles, with a particular lipid and pro-

tein composition, and size between 30 and 120 nm. Activated T cell can generate exosomes

which release stimulant to attract other T cells to the region of infection, which is also a

kind of chemotaxis.

The distribution of cells is also meaningful, for example, the infiltrations of T are differ-

ent in patients, which could be a tool for the prognosis. Previously study usually used the

statistical approach to analyze the image, but in recent years machine learning has been de-

veloped rapidly in image classification and segmentation area, we want to use this method

to study the penetration of T cells.

The term machine learning refers to a set of topics dealing with the creation and eval-

uation of algorithms that facilitate pattern recognition, classification, and prediction, based

on models derived from existing data. [10] Two main paradigms exist in the field of ma-

chine learning: supervised and unsupervised learning. Both have potential applications

in biology. In supervised learning, the classification problem is using some features from

the sample to predict the membership of new samples. For example, using tissue gene

expression profiles to predict disease group, and using protein sequences to predict their

secondary structures. For complex features, the deep neuron network is designed to get

high accuracy.

In contrast to the supervised framework, in unsupervised learning, no predefined class

labels are available for the objects under study. In this case, the goal is to explore the

data and discover similarities between objects. Similarities are used to define groups of

objects, referred to as clusters. In other words, unsupervised learning is intended to unveil

natural groupings in the data. t-SNE is a commonly used method to measure the similarities
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between samples.

In this paper, I will present my study about a possible durotaxis model in Chapter 2,

which indicates the density of cells will follow a Fokker-Planck equation. Chapter 3 is

about the row of T cell exosomes serving as a long-range delivery system. In Chapter 4,

I am using machine learning to study the breast cancer image for prognosis. In Chapters

5 and 6, I will present the application of machine learning in sperm classification and

quantum 1D spin chain. Chapter 2 is a copy of our published paper [11], Chapter 4 is a

copy of our submitted paper [12], and Chapter 6 is a copy of our submitted paper [13].
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Chapter 2

Durotaxis

2.1 Motivation

Cells are capable of sensing and responding to the mechanical properties of their external

environment. For example, cytoskeletal stiffness [14], cellular differentiation [15–18] and

cell morphology and motility [19–21] are all strongly influenced by ECM stiffness. In par-

ticular, it has been shown experimentally that cells prefer crawling towards the stiffer parts

on substrates with spatially varying rigidity, a property which is referred to as durotaxis.

Durotaxis is a universal property of motile cells, despite the diverse shapes and structures

among different cell types. It has been proposed that durotaxis is critical for fine-tuning

cell path-finding and wound healing [22, 23]. Also, there is increasing evidence show-

ing that durotaxis is involved in cancer metastasis since tumors are usually stiffer than the

surrounding materials [24, 25].

A standard approach to modeling cell motility is to assume that cells execute a persistent

random walk [26–28]; sometimes Lvy walks are used instead [29, 30]. Recently, Elizavata

and colleagues applied persistent random walk ideas to understand durotaxis by relating

persistence to substrate stiffness [31]. Their approach did show how this assumption could

lead to durotaxis, but did not propose any direct mechanical reason for this correspondence;

also they did not fully analyze their model in the relevant case of a two-dimensional spatial

domain. In this study, we propose a simple intracellular mechanism that naturally leads

to stiffness dependent persistence which, in agreement with the above findings, results in
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durotaxis. Our approach combines direct simulations with the derivation of a quantitatively

accurate 2D Fokker-Planck equation, for which the numerical solution matches well with

simulation data.

2.2 Hypothesis

Our basic hypothesis is built on the fact that cells are observed to be more polarized when

they move on stiffer materials. Cells have sophisticated mechanisms to sense stiffness,

involving various cellular components and subsystems including the plasma membrane [32,

33], actin filaments [34,35], actomyosin-based contractility, integrin-based focal adhesions

[36, 37], etc. Once cells sense a stiffer substrate, they take on a more elongated shape

[38, 39] as a response. Now, cells move by protrusion which occurs with the help of focal

adhesions which allow force transmission to the substrate. We will assume that the change

in shape to being more polarized implies that focal adhesions (FA) are formed within a

narrower wedge on the cell front. It is also possible that the total number of FAs present

at some fixed time increases on stiffer substrates, as FA are observed to be more stable

on stiffer substrates [19]. In our model, both the distribution and the total number of FA

directly control the variance of deflection angles in cell motion over a short time interval.

This mechanism will create a necessary relationship between stiffness and persistence.

2.3 Mechanical model

In experiments, the locations of cells moving on a 2D surface are typically recorded at fixed

time intervals. Accordingly, we model the cell as a rigid object moving with velocity v and

rotating its motion direction � (its polarization) by an angle �� at fixed time intervals

�t = ti+1 � ti which we take to be our unit of time. To determine ��, we assume there
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are a number Nf of focal adhesions which are positioned at distances ri from the cell center

and angles ✓i relative to the current direction of motion; these are chosen randomly from

uniform distributions with ranges (rmin, rmax), (�✓max, ✓max) respectively. We assume in

line with the previous arguments that ✓max is determined by local substrate stiffness k as

✓max = A/k, where A is a constant factor. The basic picture of our cell is given in Fig.

1, Our calculations will assume that Nf remains constant. The driving force from each

focal adhesion is assumed to have a constant magnitude and to point in the current moving

direction. The net driving force is canceled by the friction acting on the cell, thereby

determining the velocity. At each time step, the dynamical formation and disruption of FAs

cause a possible imbalance in the driving torque. With fast relaxation, the cell will rotate

by an angle �� at each time step to satisfy zero net torque:

NfX

i=1

ri sin(✓i ���) = 0 (2.1)

whose solution is:

tan�� =

PNf

i=1 ri sin(✓i)PNf

i=1 ri cos(✓i)
(2.2)

For the purpose of illustration, we typically set ri = 1 for all i and Nf = 12 in our model.

Clearly the variance of the induced distribution for �� determines the persistence of

the motion. Here we use a Monte Carlo sampling method to evaluate this variance. We use

106 sampling steps and have checked that this gives us an accurate evaluation for the range

of parameters we have investigated. For the case of fixed radii, we obtain

Z
· · ·
Z

✓max

�✓max

0

@
NfY

i=1

d✓i

2✓max

1

A arctan2

 PNf

i=1 sin(✓i)PNf

i=1 cos(✓i)

!

One can also compute the variance for the more general situation with a distribution for the

radii as well. Typical results of this calculation are shown in Fig 2a. For use later on, we

have fitted the data for the case Nf = 12 with fixed radii to a simple function of k.
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Figure 2.1 : A sketch of our model. Red dots represent focal adhesions. In our simulation,
focal adhesions are randomly generated within an angular range bounded by red lines in
the figure at each step. The adhesions are all a constant distance from the cell center (a) For
cells on a soft substrate, the distribution of FAs is relatively wide (b) Conversely, for cells
on a hard substrate, the distribution of FAs is relatively narrow.

�(k) =
1

↵k + �
(2.3)

As expected, increasing Nf or decreasing ✓max reduces the variance. Thus, rigidity-

dependent changes in the focal adhesion dynamics can indeed be used to model the mech-

anism underpinning the persistence-stiffness correlation.

Since focal adhesions are dynamically formed and destroyed, in our model at each time

step the locations of all focal adhesions ✓i are reselected with no correlation to their previ-
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ous value, hence < ��(ti)��(ti+1) >= 0. Thus on a uniform substrate, approximating

the distribution of �� to be Gaussian with the calculated width reduces our model to a

version of the worm-like chain, where the mean squared displacement is:

< x
2
>= v

2
⌧
2
p
(
t

⌧p
+ e

� t
⌧p � 1) (2.4)

Here the persistence time is defined as ⌧p = � 1
v ln<cos��> . Since < cos�� >= e

��2

2 ,

where �
2 = var(�), ⌧p = 2

v�2 . We simulate cell trajectories on uniform substrates with

different stiffness and verify the previous results for �2 (see Fig 2b). In Fig. 2c and 2d, we

show trajectories of cells simulated on both uniform soft and hard substrates. Consistent

with the experimental observation [40], cells crawl more efficiently on stiffer substrates.

Next, we study the effect of stiffness gradients on cell motility. We set impose a constant

stiffness gradient in the central region with constant low stiffness kleft on the left side and

high stiffness kright on the right side. We fix both kleft and kright and vary the width of

central region.

k(x) =

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

kleft = 1 �1000 < x < �L

kleft +
(kright�kleft)

2L (X + L) �L  X  L

kright = 5 L < x < 1000

(2.5)

Initially all our cells are placed at the origin and given a random initial direction. For small

width, at a time when half of the cells go into the stiff region on the right, the other half are

still hovering within the central gradient region (Fig. 2.3a). As the width increases, fewer

and fewer cells enter the soft region on the left (Fig. 2.3b and c). This is caused by the fact

that larger width allows more moving steps inside the gradient region and cells have more

time to adapt to the direction of stiffness gradient. We further characterize these results by

the durotactic index (DI) ( [41]). We calculate DI defined below every ten time steps in our
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Figure 2.2 : Simulation result of uniform substrates and the variance of deflected angles.
(a) The variance of deflected angles calculated by Monte Carlo sampling. �

2 vs stiffness
k. N = 8, ri = 1(red), N = 12, ri = 1(blue), N = 12, ri 2 (0.5, 1.5) (yellow) for
all i and the fitted function �(k) with ↵ = 3.9 and � = �0.645(Eq 3)(purple). (b) Com-
parison between Monte Carlo sampling and direct simulation. For N = 12, r = 1(red),
two lines overlap together as the purple line. For N = 12, ri 2 (0.5, 1.5), two lines
overlap together as the blue line.N = 8, ri = 1(green)(directsimulation),N = 8, ri =
1(red)(MonteCarlo). For (c) and (d), we simulate 1000 time steps with v = 1(A.U.)
Initial position of 20 cells are (0,0) and the initial moving direction is randomly se-
lected. The black dots are the final positions of each cell. (c) On a soft substrate, k=1
and ✓i 2 (�0.5⇡, 0.5⇡) for all i. (d) On a stiff substrate with k=5, the angle range is
✓i 2 (�0.1⇡, 0.1⇡), for all i.
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simulation:

Durotaxis Index(ti) =
Nright �Nleft

Nright +Nleft

(2.6)

where Nright and Nleft are the number of cells instantaneously moving to the right and to

the left respectively. This index ranges from [�1, 1]. Larger Durotaxis Indices indicate

more cells are moving towards the ascending gradient direction.

We find that the curve can be divided into three sections (Fig. 2.3d). In the first section,

nearly all cells are still in the gradient region. The index increases rapidly, which suggests

that cells start being guided by the stiffness gradient. Consistent with experiment observa-

tion [39], the magnitude of DI is highly correlated with the magnitude of the gradient. In

the second section, part of the cells are in the gradient region while the other have entered

the uniform stiffness region. In the last section, the index starts decreasing because all cells

move into the uniform rigid region and begin to execute random walks. The DI curve in

the first section elucidates the role of gradient stiffness on cell motility.

2.4 Fokker-Plank equation

To facilitate understanding of our simulation data, we now develop a Fokker-Plank equa-

tion for the probability distribution P (x, y,�; t) governing a population of particles in our

model. We will be specifically interested in cases with a stiffness gradient, which we

choose to lie along the x direction. We focus on the variation with x and � and introduce

p =
R
dyP as a two-dimensional density. For any single cell, the next position x(t+dt) de-

pends on the current position and angle via x(t)+v cos(�(t))dt. We can therefore represent

a single step in our stochastic process via

p(x,�; t+ dt) =

2⇡Z

0

p(x� v cos(�0)dt,�0; t)

f(x� v cos(�0)dt,�0 � �)d�0

(2.7)
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Figure 2.3 : Direct simulation on gradient matrix and DI. (a)-(c) Soft substrate k=1 in the
left region and hard substrate k=5 in the right region. The central region has a constant
gradient stiffness and varying width L = (a) 100, (b) 200 and (c) 300 (A.U.). (d) Durotaxis
Indices. Every 10 steps is counted as a ”big step”
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where we will use the aforementioned Gaussian approximation

f(x,�0 � �) = a(x)e
� (�0��)2

2�(x)2dt (2.8)

Here a(x) =
q

1
2⇡�(x)2dt is the normalization coefficient as long as the width is significantly

smaller than 2⇡. Note that now the variance depends on x through an x dependence in the

stiffness k.

In standard manner we can assume small dt and expand p around the current values of

its arguments. After some simplification, we obtain

@p

@t
= �@p

@x
v cos�+

�(x)2

2

@
2
p

@�2
+ v sin�

@

@x
[�(x)2dt

@p

@�
]

The horizontal location x and moving direction � are directly coupled in the last term on

the right side, which is of the order of dt. We have checked that this third term can be

neglected for the discrete update steps in out simulation, Consequently, Eq(2.9) can be

simplified to
@p

@t
= �@p

@x
vcos(�) +

�(x)2

2

@
2
p

@�2
(2.9)

This is of course the same as the Langevin equation for single cells:

dx

dt
= v cos(�)

d�

dt
= ⌘(t)

(2.10)

where < ⌘(t) >= 0,< ⌘(t)⌘(t0) >= �(t� t
0)�(x)2.

We then solve Eq (9) for both the uniform and stiffness gradient substrate cases. Fig

4a shows the initial condition in the all cases discussed in the following; in particular we

apply a narrow gaussian distribution to approximate the � in p(x,�; t = 0) = 1
2⇡�(x),� 2

(0, 2⇡). The solution shows a peak in x which varies from being at positive values (for

� ' 0) to negative ones (for � ' ⇡); the peak heights are independent of � as expected

via rotational symmetry.
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Figure 2.4 : PDE solution. (a) Initial probability density function p(x,�; t = 0) (b) Prob-
ability density function p(x,�; t = 94) on a uniform substrate. Note that in this and the
subsequent figure � runs from ⇡/2 to 5⇡/2.

For the stiffness gradient case, the stiffness distribution is described by Eq (5) with

L = 400. The full distributions are shown at several times in Figs. 5a and 5b. Now there is

a clear peak as a function of the direction; this can be seen most directly by plotting the in-

tegrated distribution p̃(�, t) =
R1
�1 p(x,�, t)dx. Most cells adapt their moving directions

from their initial directions �(t = 0) to � near zero, exhibiting durotaxis (Fig 5c). We

also define p̂(x, t) =
R 2⇡

0 p(x,�, t)d� and compare our PDE result for this quantity with

direct simulations (Fig 5d). The very good agreement between PDE and direct simulation

results validates the Fokker-Planck equation approach. Note that the above trends continue

with the population continuing to break up into a peak at positive x and a straggler peak at

negative x corresponding to cells that have wandered out into the uniform less stiff side of

the gradient profile.

We also implemented the Fokker-Planck equation in other cases. For example, when the
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Figure 2.5 : PDE solution and comparison to simulation on a substrate with stiffness
gradient. Probability density distribution p(x,�; t) at (a) t=56 (b) t=94. (c) Distribution
of the moving direction p̃(�, t=94) (d) Comparison between direct simulations of 30000
cells and the numerical solution of the Fokker-Planck equation for p̂(x, t = 94)

x-direction has a periodic condition and the density initial condition is flat, the distribution

along x will always be flat after a long time. With directed simulation, we need to calculate

dozens of thousand cells to draw a conclusion that the result is flat, but with PDE, we can

separate variables and find there is only a flat solution. Fig 5a shows another case that the x

has a reflected boundary condition and y has a periodic condition. The left part is soft, and

the right part is rigid, the stiffness is a step function. With the uniform initial condition, the

final distribution is also flat. Although it is hard to use PDE to solve the step case, 5a shows

that cells clearly have two kinds of trajectories but the distribution is uniform. Then we
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Figure 2.6 : The further implementation of PDE(a)Direct simulation on a step stiffness ma-
terial with the uniform initial condition. (b) PDE solution with various velocity and uniform
initial conditions. (c) Distribution of the moving direction p̃(�, t=200) (d) Comparison be-
tween direct simulations of 10000 cells and the numerical solution of the Fokker-Planck
equation for p̂(x, t = 200)
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studied a periodic case where the velocity has positive correlation with the stiffness. The

Fokker-Planck equation is slight different now. We start from Eq (10), where v is now a

function of x, so the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation is

@p

@t
= �@p ⇤ v(x)

@x
cos(�) +

�(x)2

2

@
2
p

@�2
(2.11)

Fig 5c gives the moving direction distribution and 5d gives the distribution along x

direction.
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8
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p
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vhard = 0.56

(2.13)

The boundary of v(x) is as same as k(x).

The PDE result matches very well with direction simulation, but direction simulation

needs a very large amount of cells to get a smooth result.

In our calculations so far, we fixed the number of focal adhesions and varied their dis-

tributions. In fact, FA’s are observed to be more stable on a stiffer substrate [19], which

suggests a larger number of effective FA’s at any specific time. An alternative model would
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have a fixed FA distribution and vary the number of FA on substrates with different stiff-

ness. In addition, it is possible that cells move with faster speed on stiffer substrates. Our

model is capable of including such effects, all of which can contribute to durotaxis.

In this study, we discussed a possible underlying mechanism for durotaxis, namely a

stiffness dependence of FA formation. It is known that FAs can dynamically sample rigid-

ity to act as mechanosensors [37], but it remains elusive how FAs formation can directly

control cell motility. We show that stiffness dependent FA formation causes a positive

correlation between persistence time and substrate stiffness, which leads to durotaxis [31].

Also, we derive the corresponding 2D Fokker-Planck equation associated with our model

and show that it gives consistent numerical agreement with our simulations. We also show

that the velocity dependency on stiffness can lead to cell trapping on soft material. Our

work can potentially help in predicting cell motility in more complex physiological envi-

ronments such as those we arise during cancer metastasis.

Our model implicitly assumes that cells are incompetent in sensing rigidity gradients

without moving around. For chemotaxis, a close analog of durotaxis, a eukaryotic cell is

capable of comparing chemical concentration between its two ends, even though a typical

bacterium bacteria is not [42]. It is technically hard to test such an ability in durotaxis,

mainly because the cytoskeleton is essential for both cell motility and mechanosensing.

Recently it has been shown that some cells can exhibit durotaxis as a cluster even if isolated

constituent cells are ineffective [43]; in this case, motion is not necessary.
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Chapter 3

Chemotaxis

3.1 Motivation

Chemotaxis is the movement of an organism in response to a chemical stimulus which has

been widely observed in bacteria, and other single-cell or multicellular organisms [44–49].

Bacteria use this mechanism to find food, while cells benefit from chemotaxis in wound

healing, angiogenesis, and immune responses. After the chemical stimulus, cells may gen-

erate secondary chemoattractants to gather more cells. This process includes two types:

homotypic [50] and heterotypic [51]. Sometimes the secondary chemoattractants can stim-

ulate the secretor and increase the generation of secondary chemoattractants, this process

is called autocrine. The process to stimulate other cells is called paracrine. Autocrine and

paracrine factors both diffuse over a relatively short distance (local action) rather than trav-

eling long distances via the circulatory system. These intercellular communications need

the mediator, including exosomes, shedding microvesicles (MVs) and apoptotic blebs. Ex-

osomes and MVs are also called EVs [52–54], containing a rich cargo of proteins, lipids,

DNA [55], and RNA [56].

Autocrine and paracrine both happen on Leukotriene B4 which is the signal relay be-

tween migrating neutrophils [57, 58]. Leukotriene B4 exosome has been proven to be re-

leased in the form of exosomes by Ritankar and the colleagues [59]. But a method of

quantification still needs to be proposed and the reason for choosing exosomes rather than

membrane-derived vesicles (MVs) is blurry. Here we build a model to answer these ques-
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tions and make simulations both in 1D and 2D.

3.2 Models

We study the problem by comparing the four models. These models have a common exter-

nal stimulation source called C1. Our model is based on keller-segel model [60,61]. Model

1 is the case that the cell is attracted only by C1. In model 2, the cell can generate C2 only

by the stimulation from C1, and the cell is attracted by C1 and C2. This C2 is directed

emitted outside the cell and decay quickly. We proposed two kinds of exosome model as

model 3 and model 4. Model 3 is that the cell generates exosomes that contain C2. The

exosomes have a lifetime called ⌧ . During the lifetime, the exosomes contain C2 without

decay. Once reaching the lifetime, the exosomes are dead and they break, leaking the C2 all

in a sudden and C2 begin to attract cell. Model 4 is that the exosome is releasing C2 slowly,

the release rate is proportional to the concentration difference between the C2 inside and

outside the exosomes.
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C
in

2 is divided into many groups, every group is corresponding to the C
in

2 generated in

a specific dt. That is to say
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with i = 1...N . Each group of C2 follows the equation:

@C
i

2(x, t)

@t
= Dinr2

C
i

2(x, t) (3.7)

and initial condition:

C
i

2(x, t) = ↵ · ⇢2(x, t) · C1 (3.8)

Parameter explanation:

� is for attraction between C1 and the cell.

�2 is for the decay of C2.

↵ is for the generation of C2.

Din is the diffusion coefficient of exosomes, which is the same for the C2 molecule

inside the exosome.

Dc is the diffusion coefficient of the cell.

D2 is the diffusion coefficient of the C2.

C
out

2 (x, t) is the concentration of C2 outside the exosomes, while C
in

2 (x, t) is the con-

centration of C2 inside the exosomes.

⇢max is a saturation term for cell density. After reaching this density, the aggregation

will slow down. In our simulation the ⇢max is 0.6.

h is a saturation term for the attraction.

For different C i

2 (i is indicating the start time), there is a delay with increasing i. We

will compare the first 3 models to study the advantage of C2 and exosomes. To compare

these three models, we will calculate the total number of cells in a specific region. Here
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Figure 3.1 : (a) The field of C1 is symmetric exponential. The top is cut off due to the
divergence. (b) The initial conditions of the cell for the three models are the same. (c) The
time-dependent plot of cells in 3

8L ⇠
5
8L. (d) The cell density after 100⌧ .

the region is from 3
8L ⇠

5
8L. In Fig.3.1, we compare the three models in (c) and (d).

This is the case the diffusion coefficient of exosome is the same as the molecular diffusion

coefficient. We can see model 2 and model 3 are both better than model 1 because they
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have C2. Compared with model 2, the exosomes in model 3 serve as a long-range delivery

system, so that C2 can reach to a far place without decay to attract cells. The advantage of

the delay of release is the larger range of attraction, while the disadvantage is: model 2 can

attract the cell earlier than model 3.

3.2.1 Effect of diffusion coefficient

In Fig.3.1, the diffusion coefficients are the same for model 2 and 3. In this case, model 3

has more than twice the number of cells in the central region than model 2. While since the

size of the exosome is larger than the molecules, and the diffusion coefficient is proportional

to the inverse of the radius we should make some difference. Fig.3.2 shows the result when

changing the diffusion coefficient of exosomes.

3.2.2 Effect of lifetime

Fig.3.3 shows the result when ⌧ = 0.5 and ⌧ = 0.2, for Din = 0.1Dc. The red line with

⌧ = 0.5 has a larger final value than another red line. Since the number of cells is conserved

in the whole region, it means that the system with a larger ⌧ has an influence on the larger

region. Then we put the real number into the system and finetune our model. With previous

parameters, the decay of C2 in module 2 is fast and the diffuse of exosome in module 3 is

also fast, so we only need a short life time to see the advatage of exosome. Right now the

real decay rate is not as large as we expect and the diffuse coefficient of exsome is much

small than what we think, so a longer life time (about 240 minutes) is needed to make

exsome efficient as in Fig.3.4. And the advantage is negligible.
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Figure 3.2 : Comparison of model 1-3, the yellow line is model 1, the blue line is model 2,
the red line is model 3. (a)(c)(e) The time-dependent plots of cells in 3

8L ⇠
5
8L. (b)(d)(f)

The cell density. (a)(b) Din is 0.1*Dc. (c)(d) Din is 0.5*Dc. The system with a larger
diffusion coefficient can attract cells from a larger region. (e)(f) When Din is zero model 2
and model 3 are almost the same under this initial condition.

3.2.3 Discussion about model 4

For model 4:

@Cex2(x, t)

@t
= Dinr2

Cex2(x, t)� �2(
Cex2(x, t)

�
� C

out

ex2(x, t))+

↵ · ⇢4(x, t) ⇤ C1

(3.9)
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Figure 3.3 : Influence of lifetime. (a)(b) ⌧=0.2. (c)(d) ⌧=0.5. The system with larger
lifetime can attract cells from larger region.

Parameter explanation:

Cex2 is the exosome density for module 4.

�3 is the leaking rate of C2.
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Figure 3.4 : The real number parameter experiments. (a) The cell number in center range.
(b) The cell distribution.

� is a parameter to tune the exosome density and C2 concentration.

This model didn’t show advantages compared with module 2, so we didn’t draw four

models together. To illustrate why this model is not appealing, we fixed the cell and just

compare the attraction range. The result showed that no matter how we changed the leaking

rate, the exosome has a smaller range of attraction here. It comes from that the exosome

needs a small leaking rate to reach a far place, but since the leaking rate is small, there

won’t be enough molecules be released to the outside as shown in Fig.3.5

3.2.4 2D

Next, we study these comparisons in 2D. For the advantage comparison between model 2

and model 3, we didn’t see a qualitative difference between 1D and 2D as shown in Fig.3.6.
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Figure 3.5 : The effect of small leaking rate. Yellow: the range of exosome. Red: the range
of direct secretion. Blue: the C2 leaked outside the exosome.

3.2.5 Exosomes V.S. MVs

Exosomes are derived from the multi-vesicular endosomal cell compartment, while MVs

come from the plasma membrane. Our study has shown that the exosome can serve as the

protector so the molecule can reach to a larger range, but both exosome and MV are capable
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Figure 3.6 : The 2D simulation shows a similar result compared with 1D. (a) The initial
condition of C1. (b) The initial condition of cells. (c) The result of model 2. (d) The result
of model 3.

as the protector, why Leukotriene B4 choose exosome? We think it is due to the diffusion

speed. The diffusion coefficient is the inverse of the radius. The diameter of exosomes

is usually between 20-100nm, the size of MVs are 100-2000nm. For Leukotriene B4, we

can find out that for the pure diffusion process, the diffusion speed highly depends on the
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radius. The immune system needs a quick response. Compared with MV, the exosomes has

a relatively small radius with a higher diffusion coefficient, which enables the exosomes to

be eaten by other cells more quickly or get into the blood system.

3.3 Conclusion

We have constructed 4 models for cell aggregation, and compared the advantages of them.

In the paracrine system, C2 can serve as attraction chemicals and stimulate chemicals. In

the form of secretion, the exosomes will enlarge the attraction region by protecting the

molecules from decay. The model prefers to larger lifetime and larger exosome diffusion

coefficient. The small size of exosomes helps diffusion.
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Chapter 4

TNBC Prognosis by Machine Learning

4.1 Motivation

In nearly all cancer types, it has been demonstrated that patients with higher numbers of

tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) in their solid tumors usually have a better prognosis

in terms of the overall survival as well as the disease-free survival [62]. Most studies

focused on CD8+ T lymphocytes [63–68], which can recognize and kill cancer cells with

specific antigens [69]. For example, in colorectal cancer and melanoma [70, 71], the ratio

of T-cell density in the core of a tumor (CT) to that at the invasive margin (IM), i.e., the

Immunoscore, has demonstrated its power to indicate prognosis.

However, due to the heterogeneity of the abundance of TILs within tumors, selection

of the threshold-value for defining patient categories can be ambiguous. Furthermore, the

exact threshold-value, as well as the choice of a suitable metric (such as the Immunoscore

defined in colorectal cancer) can vary from one type of cancer to another. To reduce such

ambiguities, a machine-learning approach can be helpful due to its parameter-free formu-

lation. Indeed, there have recently been a few successful applications of machine-learning

approaches in cancer research: Agarap et al. compared six machine-learning (ML) al-

gorithms on the Wisconsin Diagnostic Dataset for a binary prediction problem of benign

versus malignant tumor [72]; Heidari et al. developed a machine-learning approach to pre-

dict short-term cancer risk by comparing asymmetry of the left vs. right breasts [73]; Saltz

et al. trained a convolutional neural network (CNN) to recognize TILs in the H&E histo-
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logical images from the TCGA database and generated TIL maps of TCGA samples; here

the authors showed that TIL densities and spatial structure can be associated with features

such as tumor types, immune subtypes, and tumor molecular subtypes [74].

In this work, using immunofluorescence (IF) images of CD8+ T lymphocytes and can-

cer cells, we developed a machine-learning approach to predict the risk of relapse for pa-

tients with Triple Negative Breast Cancer (TNBC). We first used tumor-section images of

24 patients with either poor or good outcomes to train a specific convolutional neural net-

work (CNN) called MXnet. Subsequently, the trained CNN was applied to predict whether

a patient is expected to have a good or poor outcome in an independent test set. This test

set is a distinct cohort of TNBC patients (29 of them) from a different medical center.

The overall workflow of our approach is shown in Fig. 4.1. Our results, to be detailed

below, show that the 6 patients (out of 29) who belong to the poor outcome group are all

correctly predicted by our procedure; for the 23 patients (out of 29) who belong to the

good outcome group, 17 of them are correctly predicted. This number might increase if

additional factors such as nodal involvement or tumor grade are taken into account.

Compared to other metrics, such as the overall CD8+ T-cell density or the infiltration

level into tumor islets of CD8+ T cells, we show that our machine-learning approach has

better predictive power. Due to the automatic nature of our procedure, we believe this

approach could be readily applied to other types of cancer where the abundance/location

of CD8+ T lymphocytes (or any type of non-cancer cells) is likely to be an indicator of

prognosis. Furthermore, our algorithm does not rely on clinical training or experience,

which means this method could be widely adopted.
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4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Patients and specimens

There are two independent cohorts in our study: one from the City of Hope (CH, 24 patients

in total) and the other from McGill University (MG, 29 patients in total). All these patients

had TNBC and underwent surgery. All 55 patients were treatment-naive before the surgery.

Details of the sample collection for the two cohorts are described in the following.

For the City of Hope cohort, specimens were identified through an IRB-approved pro-

tocol via the City of Hope Biospecimen Repository which is funded in part by the Na-

tional Cancer Institute. Other investigators may have received specimens from the same

patients. Samples from patients diagnosed with triple-native breast cancer, invasive duc-

tal carcinoma (IDC) type, and treated at COH from 1994 to 2015 were retrieved. At the

time of surgery, none of the patients had prior treatment. Archived formalin-fixed paraffin-

embedded (FFPE) tumor tissues were sectioned into 5µm thick slides and baked onto glass

microscope slides and labeled with anti-pan cytokeratin (AE1/AE3, Dako) and anti-CD8

(SP16, Biocare) using the Opal TSA system (Akoya Bioscience). Stained samples were

further counterstained with DAPI, coverslipped with ProLong R� Gold Antifade mounting

media, and imaged by Vectra automated imaging system.

For the McGill cohort, it is a subset of the cohort published in Ref. [75]. Samples were

collected from patients undergoing breast surgeries at the McGill University Health Centre

(MUHC) between 1999 and 2012 who provided written, informed consent (MUHC REB

protocols SDR-99-780 and SDR-00-966). All tissues were snap-frozen in O.C.T. Tissue-

Teck Compound within 30 minutes of removal. For this study, samples were selected

according to the following criteria: therapy-naive at time of surgical excision, clinically

documented lack of expression/amplification of ER, PR and HER2, a histological subtype
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assignment of invasive ductal carcinoma (not otherwise specified) (IDC (NOS)) and avail-

ability of matched formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tumor blocks. Information

regarding clinical variables and disease course (follow-up) was obtained through a review

of Medical Records at the MUHC. 5µm sections from frozen tissue were prepared for each

sample, subjected to routine hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining, and evaluated by an

attending clinical pathologist with expertise in breast tissue to identify invasive, in situ

and normal components. Cancer cells and CD8+ T cells were labeled by pan-cytokeratin

(PanCK) and CD8 immune-fluorescence (IF) antibodies, respectively. Primary antibodies

for immunofluorescence (IF) as well as the IF protocol were described in detail in Ref. [76].

Patients were divided into two outcome-groups: any patient who had a relapse within

3 years of the surgery belongs to the poor-outcome group; conversely, any patient who

survived and did not have a relapse within 5 years belongs to the good-outcome group.

Apparently, there is a one-year gap between the good and poor outcome groups and rare

individuals that fall in-between are dropped. We chose this particular standard because we

want to ensure that patients in the two groups are well-separated.

4.2.2 Pre-processing of the IF images

The original resolution of our images is 0.5µm (CH) and 0.975µm (MG), respectively. We

first binarize the two IF channels for all images: pixels with an IF intensity in the top 90%

(among all pixels within an individual image) are assigned as 1 and others are assigned as

0. Then the binary images of cancer cells are labeled in white (1) and black (0) and the

binary images of CD8+ T cells are labeled in red (1) and black (0). In addition, we remove

the isolated connected-areas with an area smaller than 200µm2, which might be due to the

noise in the IF signals. Furthermore, for the binary images of cancer cells, since PanCK

is a cell-surface marker, the cytosol of cancer cells might be black. In order to faithfully
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represent the area of cancer islets, we automatically fill holes with an area smaller than

200 µm
2. The two corresponding binary images for cancer cells and CD8+ T cells are

subsequently merged together to generate images (Tie2) for further processing.

For deep-learning, the suitable image-size is usually 32 to a few hundred pixels in

one dimension, while our original images can be around 20000 pixels in on dimension.

Therefore, we resize all Tie2 images to the same scale for the two independent cohorts so

that 1 pixel in each image (Tie3) corresponds to 10 µm. Next, each image (Tie3) is divided

into smaller (adjacent) patches (64 pixels⇥64 pixels). If the patch has a number of white

(PanCK+) pixels that are less than a quarter of the total number of pixels in this patch, it

will be discarded. If the patch has no CD8+ pixels in it, it will also be discarded. After

this step, we now have final images (Tie4) for the machine-learning procedure later. Note

that according to our standard, some of the areas at the invasive margin of a tumor might

be discarded because of the lack of cancer cells, though some parts of the invasive margins

are kept in the analysis. An example illustrating the areas kept in the analysis is shown in

Figure S1.

4.2.3 Training

For the training set, we use patches from patients in the CH cohort. A detailed table of the

total number of small patches for each patient in the training set can be found in Table 4.1.

Briefly, there are 9 patients with a poor outcome and 15 patients with a good outcome.

For the CH cohort, 80% of the small patches from each patient are used for training. The

other 20% is used for the threshold-selection procedure (validation) described later. Note

that for some good patients who have fewer than 100 images (patients 1,9, and 14), we use

all the data for threshold selection. Furthermore, there are more patches from patients with

a good outcome in the training set (4857 vs. 1551); hence, in order to make the training
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Figure 4.1 : Overall description of our machine-learning approach.
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balanced between samples from poor and good outcomes, we generated 2 additional copies

of each small patch from patients with a poor outcome and added them to the training set. In

the final data-set for training and validation, there are 4653 and 4857 patches from patients

with a poor and good outcome, respectively. Examples of patches are shown in Fig. 4.2A

and 4.2B.
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Figure 4.2 : A and B, Representative patches (64 pixels ⇥ 64 pixels) from patients with
the poor and good outcome, respectively. While and red pixels represent PanCK+ (can-
cer cells) and CD8+ (CD8+ T cells) areas, respectively. C, Evolution of the accuracy of
training patches as a function of Epochs. D, The fraction of correctly-predicted patients
as a function of the cut-off percentage (Rc) of patches that are classified as arising from a
patient with a good outcome.
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For the deep-learning network, we use ”deepflow” from MXnet [77,78] for this project.

The code that we developed can be found at https://github.com/xun6000/deepflow. Note

that the procedure to feed these images into MXnet is a bit complex, and the GitHub file

contains the command line instruction to do so properly. In the following, we will describe

the procedure of the training algorithm.

With one input small patch (64 pixels ⇥ 64 pixels), a probability can be computed by

MXnet to determine whether this patch is from a patient with a poor outcome. Since we

know a priori where this patch comes from, based on the difference between this probability

and its known value (0 for the good outcome or 1 for the poor outcome), the internal

parameters of MXnet are updated automatically using the optimization algorithm called

RMSProp [79]. We choose the input parameters for RMSProp as learning rate = 0.0005,

weight decay = 0.01, factor epoch = 10, lr factor = 0.25. In addition, the mini-batch

size for RMSProp is related to the performance of the network, i.e., the larger mini-batch

size will make the net harder to find the global minimum [80]. The mini-batch size is the

number of images that are fed together to MXnet for one round of update for the internal

parameters in MXnet. Specifically, we use 20 images as our mini-batch size.

One epoch is defined as the process in which all patches (7608 of them) were served

as the input and the internal parameters of MXnet were updated according to the defined

outcome (the other input information). We run 100 epochs to train the MXnet after which

the accuracy should have been stabilized (Fig. 4.2C). If we select the cut-off probability

between a poor-outcome patch and a good-outcome one to be 0.5, i.e., probability >

0.5 means that the patch is from a patient with the poor outcome, then the training and

validation accuracy is around 0.9 and 0.85, respectively. This is understandable because

individual patches from patients with a good outcome may resemble those from patients

with the poor outcome, and vice versa. The whole training process takes 3-4 hours on a
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Tesla K80 NVIDIA GPU.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Patient stratification criteria based on deep-learning predictions

After training, the network can predict whether a small patch is from a patient with a good

or poor outcome, which is named as a “good” or “poor” patch. We then used the trained

CNN to predict the remaining small patches (the 20% mentioned before) so that we can

determine the percentage (Rtn) of the “good” patches in each patient. For a given cut-

off percentage Rc, we discover whether Rtn of a patient is higher or lower than Rc. If

we assume that any patient whose Rtn < Rc is predicted to have a poor outcome (and

vice versa), we will achieve some degree of accuracy of the prediction (Ac) by the trained

MXnet. We then change Rc until Ac reaches the maximum, selecting the percentage (Ropt)

that best-separates the two groups of the 24 patients in the training cohort.

Since the 20% of small patches from the CH cohort are randomly selected and the CNN

can also have some randomness, the Rtn for each patient can vary for different realizations

(column 4, Table 4.1). Furthermore, for each realization, there is a range of Rc that gives

the same accuracy. After going through 5 realizations, we find the Ropt should be between

0.14 and 0.40. Most of the times (4 out 5), we can find a Ropt that makes a perfect sepa-

ration (Fig. 4.2D). Specifically, we select the average of the values that can give a perfect

separation in those 5 realizations, which is Rf =0.27.

4.3.2 Predicted prognosis for the independent cohort

Next, the percentage (Rt) of good patches can be determined for each patient in the test set

(MG cohort). Thus, these patients will be predicted to have the poor (Rt < Rf ) or good
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ID Patch# Outcome Rtn Grade Nodal-status

P1 44 good 0.17–0.41 III No

P2 811 good 0.92–0.97 III No

P3 810 good 0.87–0.99 III No

P4 220 good 0.98–1 III No

P5 834 good 0.99–1 III NA

P6 226 good 0.93–1 III No

P7 171 good 0.72–0.84 II Yes

P8 92 good 0.77–1 III No

P9 30 good 0.80–0.87 III No

P10 387 good 0.68–0.77 III No

P11 471 good 0.75–0.94 III Yes

P12 228 good 1 III No

P13 260 good 0.29–0.58 II No

P14 30 good 0.33–0.59 II NA

P15 243 good 0.31–0.45 III Yes

P16 218 poor 0 III No

P17 84 poor 0–0.22 III No

P18 129 poor 0.04–0.31 NA Yes

P19 82 poor 0.06–0.11 III No

P20 290 poor 0–0.02 III No

P21 113 poor 0–0.06 III No

P22 144 poor 0.08–0.24 III Yes

P23 256 poor 0.13–0.22 III No

P24 235 poor 0–0.08 III No

Table 4.1 : The number of patches derived from the images of the training set and clinical
information. Column 4 is the range of Rtn derived from the validation set (20% of patches
from each patient in the CH cohort) after 5 rounds of testing using randomly selected
patches. For each patient, Rtn is the percentage of the patches that are predicted to be from
patients with a good outcome.
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(Rt > Rf ) outcome. Our results show that for the 6 patients (out of 29) who belong to the

poor outcome group, they are all correctly predicted by our approach; for the 23 patients

(out of 29) who belong to the good-outcome group, 17 of them are correctly predicted

(Table 4.2).

Furthermore, the imperfect prediction could be due to factors other than the CD8+ T

cells. For example, if we also integrate other clinical information such as the nodal status

and the tumor grade, for the 6 patients that are not correctly predicted by our approach,

there are 2 of them (Patients 18 and 19) whose tumor grade is lower (grade II). Note that

all other 27 patients in the MG cohort have grade III tumors (Table 4.2); and all 3 patients

with grade II tumors in the CH cohort belong to the good-outcome group (Table 4.1). In

addition, it is valuable to notice that the Nodal status of the other 4 incorrect predictions

(rows highlighted in red in Table 4.2) is either No or NA, whereas the Nodal status of

correctly-predicted poor-outcome patients is mostly Yes or NA with only one exception

(P5) out of 6 patients (P1-P5 and P22). However, in the poor-outcome group of the training

cohort (CH), only 2 out of 9 patients have a positive Nodal status. Therefore, combining

the prediction using our approach with the information on the tumor grade and the nodal

status, the accuracy might be improved significantly. This needs to be tested in the future

for a data-set with more complete annotation regarding Nodal status.

In addition, we tested the degree to which the accuracy of our prediction is diminished

if the size of the section samples decreases to half or a quarter of the original samples

(columns 4 and 5 in Table 4.2). For 3 of the patients (out of 29), because of the inhomo-

geneity of the tumors, the prediction is not perfectly robust to the region of selection.
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Predicted- Ground- Nodal-

ID outcome truth Half Quarter Grade status

P1 poor poor poor poor III Yes

P2 poor poor poor poor III Yes

P3 poor poor poor poor III NA

P4 poor poor poor poor III NA

P5 poor poor poor poor III No

P6 good good good good III No

P7 good good good good III No

P8 good good good good III Yes

P9 poor good poor poor III No

P10 poor good poor good III NA

P11 poor good good good III No

P12 good good good good III NA

P13 good good poor good III No

P14 good good good good III No

P15 good good good good III No

P16 good good good good III NA

P17 good good good good III NA

P18 poor good poor poor II No

P19 poor good poor poor II No

P20 good good good good III No

P21 good good good good III No

P22 poor poor poor poor III Yes

P23 good good good good III No

P24 good good good good III Yes

P25 good good good good III No

P26 good good good good III No

P27 good good good good III Yes

P28 good good good good III Yes

P29 poor good poor good III NA

Table 4.2 : Predicted vs. actual outcome for the test set (MG cohort). The actual outcome
of an individual patient is shown in column 3. Prediction of our machine-learning approach
using the full-, half-, and quarter-size section samples are shown in columns 2, 4, and 5.
Information on the Grade and Nodal status of the tumors is shown in columns 6 and 7.
Rows that are labeled in blue are for patients with Grade II tumors. Rows that are labeled
in red are for patients with a poor-outcome prediction (column 2) but a good-outcome in
reality (column 3). NA stands for not applicable.
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4.3.3 Comparison of the prediction-accuracy between the deep-learning method and

CD8
+

T-cell number or infiltration level

The machine-learning approach gives a reasonably good prediction of the 3-year relapse

likelihood. We tried to compare the accuracy of this prediction with other possible metrics,

such as the density of CD8+ T cells inside cancer-cell islands, the absolute numbers of

CD8+ T cells and cancer cells, etc. In Fig. 4.3, there exists an apparent overlap between

the poor- and good-outcome group using the density of CD8+ T cells inside cancer-cell

islands (Fig. 4.3A) or the absolute numbers of CD8+ T cells and cancer cells (Fig. 4.3B).

Note that for the CH cohort, using our deep-learning approach (Fig. 4.2D), we can have

a perfect separation between the two groups of patients. Nevertheless, if we manually

select the “perfect” cut-offs according to the data, as demonstrated by the dash lines in Fig.

4.3, the maximum stratification accuracy considering the density of CD8+ T cells inside

cancer-cell islands or the absolute numbers of CD8+ T cells and cancer cells will be 85%

and 87%, respectively. Even though the accuracy using these methods is comparable to our

deep-learning approach, the selection of the cut-off is not statistically justified.

4.3.4 Information extracted by our machine-learning approach in determining the

outcome

Finally, we describe the information extracted by our machine-learning approach in deter-

mining the outcome. The results suggest that the absolute density or number of CD8+ T

cells might not be the most important factor but instead the (relative) infiltration of CD8+ T

cells is more crucial. As demonstrated in Fig. 4.4, we generally observe that patches from

patients with good outcomes have more red pixels (CD8+) as compared to their counter-

parts. However, for patches from patients with poor outcome, we can still observe patch

samples with many CD8+ T cells (red pixels) but these pixels are outside of the cancer is-
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A B

Figure 4.3 : (A) The density of CD8+ pixels inside cancer-cell islands, i.e. the number of
CD8+ pixels divided by the number of PanCK+ pixels. (B) Areas of CD8+ and PanCK+

in the two cohorts. The black dash lines in each figure are selected manually to separate
the groups (poor- vs. good-outcome) of the patients which give rise to the highest accuracy
when comparing to the actual outcome.

lands (white areas); and we observe patches with fewer red pixels (CD8+) but most of them

are inside white areas (cancer islands), from patients with good outcome. In summary, our

results indicate that the relative infiltration level of CD8+ T cells into cancer-cell islands is

the most important factor to determine whether a patch would be predicted to arise from a

patient with a good outcome.

4.4 Discussion

In this work, we developed a machine-learning approach to predict the 3-year relapse likeli-

hood based on IF images of cancer cells and CD8+ T cells. While the approach is effective

with an accuracy 86% or higher, there is still room to further improve the accuracy of our

approach by including additional features that can be measured in addition to CD8 makers.

In the following, we will further discuss possible candidates.

First, the molecular states of CD8+ T cells can be diverse [81], including different levels
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Figure 4.4 : Patches that are predicted to be from patients with a poor outcome (upper
50) or good outcome (lower 50). The size of each patch is 64 pixels ⇥ 64 pixels, with
1 pixel = 10µm White and red pixels represent PanCK+ (cancer cells) and CD8+ (CD8+

T cells) areas, respectively. For the patches in the upper 50, we still observe many samples
have a lot of red pixels (CD8+ areas), however, compared to patches in the lower 50, most
of the red dots are in the tumor stroma (black areas) instead of cancer-cell islands (white
areas).

of exhaustion [82]. Therefore, it would be more informative to also assess the functional

states of individual CD8+ T cells via additional markers, such as Granzyme B, EOMES,

T-bet, PD-1, and so on. By incorporating these additional features of CD8+ T cells, the

prediction-accuracy of our approach could be further improved.

Secondly, there are other types of immune cells beyond CD8+ T cells that have been

demonstrated to have predictive power in patient prognosis, such as tumor-associated macrophages
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[83] as well as Tregs [84]. Having an image with the information regarding several types

of these immune cells again might improve the accuracy of our approach.

Thirdly, properties of cancer cells also matter in predicting outcome, in addition to the

spatial information of cancer cells and CD8+ T cells. For example, in our test cohort, we

found that two good-outcome patients who are predicted to have poor outcome actually

have Grade II tumors, where the proliferation rate of tumor cells is low. In fact, all patients

with Grade II tumors belong to the good-outcome group. Another related possibility still to

be investigated is the EMT status of cancer cells. This is motivated by the fact that markers

for epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) of cancer cells are usually indicative of the

progression of disease [85, 86].

Our final remark concern one weak point of our approach. Due to the heterogeneity

of tumors, it is not currently possible to accurately predict the outcome of a patient based

on a small sub-sample of one part of a tumor. For example, for P13 shown in Table 4.2,

using half of the patches from the tumor gives the opposite prediction, compared to using

a quarter or the whole section. Changing the location of the selection of the half can also

change the prediction; again this is due to the heterogeneity of the tumor itself. Therefore,

to predict prognosis based on a limited number of patches, it is important to sample multiple

sites of a tumor instead of only one part.

In summary, we developed a machine-learning approach that can predict the 3-year

relapse risk of TNBC based on the IF images of cancer cells and CD8+ T cells, with

an accuracy of 86% or higher. The advantage of this approach is that the standards to

determine the outcome are relatively objective. Therefore, it can readily be applied to

other types of samples. With more training samples and more features measured, this

approach should to reach even higher prediction accuracy and become useful for rapid

clinical prognosis.
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Chapter 5

Sperm Classification

5.1 Motivation

Sperm morphology has a high relation with the next generation of human beings. Right

now the selection and study of sperm are still based on subjective, qualitative analysis of

experienced clinicians using non-quantitative optical microscopy techniques. Checking the

quality of sperm still needs a lot of manual work. A recent study using 1400 human sperm

cells was done by feature extraction [87], but it needs a lot of domain knowledge and the

calculation is complicated. In this study, we would like to use an easier machine learning

method to reduce manual work. Sperm morphology includes the study of acrosome, head,

and vacuole. In our study, we mainly focus on the head because this is the biggest part of

the image.

5.2 Model

In the hospital, all these sperms have been colored and then use the microscope to get the

image. A doctor will label all the good sperms within the image because the majority of

sperms are poor sperms. As shown in Fig 5.1, we have 3 good sperms in this image. To

keep a balanced dataset, we randomly crop 3 poor sperms into our dataset. Each sperm

image is 64* 64 pixels with the sperm head in the image center as shown in Fig 5.2.

It is a binary classification problem in the image domain. We used the Convolutional

Neural Network and tried different number of filters, kernel sizes, and layers. With 250
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Figure 5.1 : The original image got from the hospital with labeled good sperms.

epoch of training, we could get our best performance of 92% accuracy in the training set

and 75% accuracy in the test set. The big gap between training accuracy and test accuracy

is due to the lack of training images, which leads to overfitting.

Similar work has been published by Soroush Javadi [88]. The difference between their

work and our work is that they used uncolored live sperm and we use colored sperm which

is more easy to recognize for a human researcher. Future work could focus on getting more

uncolored sperms to train a better network which emphasizes high accuracy. Future work

could also focus on the high true positive rate with a network that has faster speed in the

prediction phase so that the network could be used in instant sperm classification in the
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eutelegenesis.
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Figure 5.2 : Sample image of colored human sperms.
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Figure 5.3 : ROC for sperm classification. Good sperm has a positive label. AUC=0.7875.
The training example number is 265 and the testing is 80. Half of the examples are good
and half are poor. The labels are highly balanced.
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Chapter 6

Machine Learning in Quantum Physics

6.1 Motivation

Artificial neural networks have been successfully incorporated into the variational Monte

Carlo method (VMC) to study quantum many-body systems. However, there have been few

systematic studies of exploring quantum many-body physics using deep neural networks

(DNNs), despite the tremendous success enjoyed by DNNs in many other areas in recent

years. One main challenge of implementing DNN in VMC is the inefficiency of optimizing

such networks with a large number of parameters. We introduce an importance sampling

gradient optimization (ISGO) algorithm, which significantly improves the computational

speed of training DNN in VMC. We design an efficient convolutional DNN architecture

to compute the ground state of a one-dimensional (1D) SU(N ) spin chain. Our numerical

results of the ground-state energies with up to 16 layers of DNN show excellent agreement

with the Bethe-Ansatz exact solution. Furthermore, we also calculate the loop correlation

function using the wave function obtained. Our work demonstrates the feasibility and ad-

vantages of applying DNNs to numerical quantum many-body calculations. Over the past

few years, artificial neural networks have been introduced to study quantum many-body

systems [89–96]. In their seminal paper [89], Carleo and Troyer proposed to represent

the quantum many-body states by a Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM), which con-

tains one visible and one hidden layer. The many-body wave function is represented by

the visible layer after integrating out the hidden layer. The parameters in the RBM are
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trained in the VMC method. Following this work, the RBM and a few other networks have

been applied to study several quantum many-body systems with good accuracy [89–99].

So far, the networks that have been implemented in quantum physics studies are not deep

and hence not powerful enough to represent more complicated many-body states. As a

result, there has been no clear evidence that their performance far exceeds the more tradi-

tional state-of-the-art numerical algorithms such as quantum Monte Carlo, density matrix

renormalization group, or tensor networks, etc. To overcome this problem, deep neural

networks (DNNs) have been suggested. Theoretical studies have shown that the DNNs can

efficiently represent any tensor network states and most quantum many-body states, and

possess distinct advantages over shallow networks [100–102]. In fact, DNN-based deep

learning has become the most successful model of many machine learning tasks and has

dominated the field since 2012. The DNNs have been demonstrated to have comparable or

superior performance in various tasks when compared to human experts, such as playing

Atari games [103], Go [104, 105], and manipulating robots [106, 107], etc, and have led to

rapid advances in artificial intelligence.

Despite of great interest, there have been relatively few works in applying DNNs to

quantum many-body computations [108, 109]. This perhaps is due to the fact that apply-

ing DNNs to represent quantum many-body states faces two main challenges: inefficient

optimization and insufficient information for the proper choice of DNN architectures. The

former arises because a DNN typically contains a large number of parameters to train,

while a proper choice of the architecture often requires physical insights about the nature

of the quantum systems.

In this Letter, we propose an efficient convolutional DNN architecture to represent the

ground state of quantum many-body systems. Most of the quantum systems consist of par-

ticles interacting with each other through a finite range. Such a local interacting character
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can be ideally captured by the convolutional neural network (CNN). We have developed

an importance sampling gradient optimization (ISGO) algorithm within the VMC method,

which significantly improves the optimization speed and hence enables us to utilize DNN

architectures. Our method can take advantage of the automatic differentiation, which auto-

matically computes gradient update via backward-propagation algorithm [110]. We show

that our method can be parallelized and take full advantage of the acceleration provided

by graphics processing units (GPUs). The ISGO method achieves at least one order of

magnitude speed up when trained on GPUs [111].

For benchmark purposes, we construct DNNs to represent the ground-state wave func-

tion of the 1D SU(N ) spin chain, which has an exact solution under the Bethe ansatz. We

systematically test different DNN architectures with ISGO for systems with different com-

plexity. Our numerical results for the ground-state energies of the 1D SU(N ) spin chain

show excellent agreement with the exact solutions. Furthermore, we are able to compute

correlation functions which are extremely difficult to obtain by Bethe Ansatz. The con-

volutional DNN architecture we constructed for this work can be readily generalized to

represent the ground states of other quantum many-body systems. The ISGO method can

also be used to accelerate the computation based on general VMC methods.

Network Architectures — We consider a homogeneous 1D SU(N ) spin chain with Nsite

spins, which is the simplest prototypical model with SU(N ) symmetry, governed by the

Hamiltonian:

H =
NsiteX

i=1

Pi,i+1, (6.1)

where Pi,i+1 is the spin exchange operator which exchanges two neighboring spins: Pi,i+1|ai, bi+1i =

|bi, ai+1i. This model can describe the behavior of 1D strongly interacting quantum spinor

gases [112–115], and has attracted significant attentions both experimentally and theoreti-

cally [116–123]. Here we will use the DNN to represent the ground-state wave function of
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Figure 6.1 : The architecture of a convolutional DNN with L = 8 hidden layers. The
input state is encoded into a 2D tensor of shape [Nsite, Nin], and fed into the input layer
(represented by the leftmost pink rectangle). For value encoding Nin = 1 and for one-
hot encoding Nin = N . The blue rectangles stand for the activation (feature maps) of the
hidden layers. Convolution filters (the small pink rectangles) transform one hidden layer to
the next one. The last hidden layer (on the right) is reduce summed and followed by a fully
connected layer to give the ln output.

this model.

A general state takes the form

| i =
X

{si}

 (s1, s2, ..., sNsite) |s1, s2, ..., sNsitei ,

where each si represents one of the N spin states for the SU(N ) model. The goal is to

build a network that takes the basis state |{si}i as input and compute the ground state wave

function  ({si}) such that the energy functional h |H| i/h | i is minimized. The first

step is to encode the input basis state into a 2D tensor Sj,� , where the first and the second

indices j and � represent the spatial site and the local spin state, respectively. In this work,
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we consider two kinds of state encodings: value encoding which encodes each spin state

into a number and one-hot encoding which encodes the spin state into a one-hot boolean

vector. The tensor S is fed into the DNN as an input. The output of the first hidden layer,

which follows immediately after the input layer, is given by:

A
[1]
i,f 0 = �(

KX

k=1

NinX

f=1

W
[1]
k,f,f 0Si+k,f + b

[1]
f 0 ) , (6.2)

where A
[1] is the activation (or feature map) of the first hidden layer, �(x) = max(x, 0)

is the Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) activation function, which has been demonstrated to

outperform traditional sigmoid activation function for DNNs [124], W [1] is a 3D tensor of

shape (K, Nin, F ), where K is the convolution kernel size, F the number of channels of

the hidden layer, and Nin the number of the channels of the input layer which is 1 for value

encoding and N for one-hot encoding. In this work, we use the same K and F , which

determines the width of the network, for every hidden layer. b[1] is a bias vector of size F .

The output from the remaining hidden layers are given by:

A
[l]
i,f 0 = �(

KX

k=1

FX

f=1

W
[l]
k,f,f 0A

[l�1]
i+k,f

+ b
[l]
f 0) , l = 2, 3, ..., L , (6.3)

where L is the total number of hidden layers that determines the depth of the network, W [l]

a 3D tensor of shape [K,F, F ], and b
[l] a bias vector of size F . After the last hidden layer,

its output is summed along the spatial dimension, and followed by a single fully connected

layer to give the final output of the network

ln (S) =
FX

f=1

af

NsiteX

i=1

A
[L]
i,f

, (6.4)

where a is a weight vector of size F . The full structure of the network is illustrated in

Fig. 6.1. Each magenta rectangular object corresponds to a convolutional filter. We use

periodic padding for each convolutional layer to enforce periodic boundary condition. This
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<latexit sha1_base64="2hXfij5ct5c6mPHE0qfeiwhe6l0=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxiNiXr0MhgET2HXizkGRPAY0TwgWcLsZDYZMju7zPSKYcknePGgiFe/xE/w5t84eRw0saChqOqmuytIpDDout9ObmNza3snv1vY2y8elMqHRy0Tp5rxJotlrDsBNVwKxZsoUPJOojmNAsnbwfhq5rcfuDYiVvc4Sbgf0aESoWAUrXR33X/slytu1Z2DrBNvSSr14mdKAKDRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp4VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bVm4n/ed0Uw5qfCZWkyBVbLApTSTAms7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tOwYbgrb68TloXVc+terc2jRoskIcTOIVz8OAS6nADDWgCgyE8wQu8OtJ5dt6c90VrzlnOHMMfOB8/XPaPSg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nMI14EPyi2dvMzHEwQ3M476O/2c=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNr7gajXr0MhgCnsKuF3MMiOIxonlAsoTZyWwyZHZ2mYcYlnyCFw+KeBU/xE/w5t84eRw0saChqOqmuytMOVPa876d3Nr6xuZWftvd2S3s7RcPDpsqMZLQBkl4ItshVpQzQRuaaU7bqaQ4DjlthaOLqd+6p1KxRNzpcUqDGA8EixjB2kq3l72HXrHkVbwZ0CrxF6RUK3ya8pX7Ue8Vv7r9hJiYCk04Vqrje6kOMiw1I5xO3K5RNMVkhAe0Y6nAMVVBNjt1gspW6aMokbaERjP190SGY6XGcWg7Y6yHatmbiv95HaOjapAxkRpNBZkvigxHOkHTv1GfSUo0H1uCiWT2VkSGWGKibTquDcFffnmVNM8qvlfxb2waVZgjD8dwAqfgwznU4Brq0AACA3iEZ3hxuPPkvDpv89acs5g5gj9w3n8ArAGQRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nMI14EPyi2dvMzHEwQ3M476O/2c=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNr7gajXr0MhgCnsKuF3MMiOIxonlAsoTZyWwyZHZ2mYcYlnyCFw+KeBU/xE/w5t84eRw0saChqOqmuytMOVPa876d3Nr6xuZWftvd2S3s7RcPDpsqMZLQBkl4ItshVpQzQRuaaU7bqaQ4DjlthaOLqd+6p1KxRNzpcUqDGA8EixjB2kq3l72HXrHkVbwZ0CrxF6RUK3ya8pX7Ue8Vv7r9hJiYCk04Vqrje6kOMiw1I5xO3K5RNMVkhAe0Y6nAMVVBNjt1gspW6aMokbaERjP190SGY6XGcWg7Y6yHatmbiv95HaOjapAxkRpNBZkvigxHOkHTv1GfSUo0H1uCiWT2VkSGWGKibTquDcFffnmVNM8qvlfxb2waVZgjD8dwAqfgwznU4Brq0AACA3iEZ3hxuPPkvDpv89acs5g5gj9w3n8ArAGQRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YmUC7+qaEihSPRL8GB5kViCs+Kk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/WvXoZbEInkrixR4LInisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFL6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4flytFxW8epYthisYhVN6AaBZfYMtwI7CYKaRQI7AST67nfeUSleSwfzDRBP6IjyUPOqLHS/c3gaVCpujV3AbJOvJxUIUdzUPnqD2OWRigNE1Trnucmxs+oMpwJnJX6qcaEsgkdYc9SSSPUfrY4dUbOrTIkYaxsSUMW6u+JjEZaT6PAdkbUjPWqNxf/83qpCet+xmWSGpRsuShMBTExmf9NhlwhM2JqCWWK21sJG1NFmbHplGwI3urL66R9WfPcmnfnVhv1PI4inMIZXIAHV9CAW2hCCxiM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMCf+B8/gAlWI2m</latexit>

�wln�x
<latexit sha1_base64="4YSfGFsKCG8VRIYh2iOa1ljK0kA=">AAACAnicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzEajVqJzWIQrMKdjZaCjWUEo4FcOPY2e8mSvb1jd04TjmDjX7GxUMTWyp9g579xL0nh14OBx3szuzMvTKUw6LqfTmlhcWl5pbxaWVuvbmzWtravTJJpxlsskYluh9RwKRRvoUDJ26nmNA4lvw6HZ4V/fcO1EYm6xHHKuzHtKxEJRtFKQW3XT6lGQWVw6yMfYS7VxG8aEYyCWt1tuFOQv8Sbk/pp9T0jANAMah9+L2FZzBUySY3peG6K3bx4nkk+qfiZ4SllQ9rnHUsVjbnp5tMTJuTAKj0SJdqWQjJVv0/kNDZmHIe2M6Y4ML+9QvzP62QYnXRzodIMuWKzj6JMEkxIkQfpCc0ZyrEllGlhdyVsQDVlaFOr2BC83yf/JVdHDc9teBc2jROYoQx7sA+H4MExnMI5NKEFDO7gAZ7g2bl3Hp0X53XWWnLmMzvwA87bF6VLmaw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f2R+uTvtUHMIMm79mzBMQznjoOs=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN34WaPVqCfxEiwFTyXxYo8FQTxWsB/QhLDZbtulm03YnWhLKF78K3rwoIhXT/4Eb/4bN20P2vpg4PHezO7MCxPOFDjOt7Gyura+sVnYMrd3irt71v5BU8WpJLRBYh7LdogV5UzQBjDgtJ1IiqOQ01Y4vMj91i2VisXiBsYJ9SPcF6zHCAYtBdaRl2AJDPPgzgM6goyLiVdXLBgFVsmpOFPYy8Sdk1Kt+JmWL82nemB9ed2YpBEVQDhWquM6CfhZ/jzhdGJ6qaIJJkPcpx1NBY6o8rPpCRO7rJWu3YulLgH2VP09keFIqXEU6s4Iw0Atern4n9dJoVf1MyaSFKggs496KbchtvM87C6TlAAfa4KJZHpXmwywxAR0aqYOwV08eZk0zyquU3GvdRpVNEMBHaMTdIpcdI5q6ArVUQMRdI8e0Qt6NR6MZ+PNeJ+1rhjzmUP0B8bHD/RWmqc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f2R+uTvtUHMIMm79mzBMQznjoOs=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN34WaPVqCfxEiwFTyXxYo8FQTxWsB/QhLDZbtulm03YnWhLKF78K3rwoIhXT/4Eb/4bN20P2vpg4PHezO7MCxPOFDjOt7Gyura+sVnYMrd3irt71v5BU8WpJLRBYh7LdogV5UzQBjDgtJ1IiqOQ01Y4vMj91i2VisXiBsYJ9SPcF6zHCAYtBdaRl2AJDPPgzgM6goyLiVdXLBgFVsmpOFPYy8Sdk1Kt+JmWL82nemB9ed2YpBEVQDhWquM6CfhZ/jzhdGJ6qaIJJkPcpx1NBY6o8rPpCRO7rJWu3YulLgH2VP09keFIqXEU6s4Iw0Atern4n9dJoVf1MyaSFKggs496KbchtvM87C6TlAAfa4KJZHpXmwywxAR0aqYOwV08eZk0zyquU3GvdRpVNEMBHaMTdIpcdI5q6ArVUQMRdI8e0Qt6NR6MZ+PNeJ+1rhjzmUP0B8bHD/RWmqc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7LMxd9pHYWWziaPL74LCcXF6ZtA=">AAACAnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgAmxWFRITFXCQsdKLIxFog+pqSLHdVqrjhPZN9Aqqlj4FRYGEGLlK9j4G5w2A7Qc6UpH59xr33uCRHANjvNtldbWNza3ytuVnd29/QP78Kit41RR1qKxiFU3IJoJLlkLOAjWTRQjUSBYJxhf537nninNY3kH04T1IzKUPOSUgJF8+8RLiAJOhP/gAZtAJuTMa2ruT3y76tScOfAqcQtSRQWavv3lDWKaRkwCFUTrnusk0M/y56lgs4qXapYQOiZD1jNUkojpfjY/YYbPjTLAYaxMScBz9fdERiKtp1FgOiMCI73s5eJ/Xi+FsN7PuExSYJIuPgpTgSHGeR54wBWjIKaGEKq42RXTEVGEgkmtYkJwl09eJe3LmuvU3Fun2qgXcZTRKTpDF8hFV6iBblATtRBFj+gZvaI368l6sd6tj0VrySpmjtEfWJ8/ba2YCA==</latexit>

Px

P 0
x

<latexit sha1_base64="wqxQ7Q2OREQxDgnA46lmuFXwB2k=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqYIbN4NFcFUSF9plwY3LCPYBbQyT6aQdOpmEmYlaYnf+hiAuFHHrl7jzb5w+Flo9cLmHc+5l7pww5Uxpx/myCkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o5d3m2qJJOENkjCE9kOsaKcCdrQTHPaTiXFcchpKxyeT/zWDZWKJeJKj1Lqx7gvWMQI1kYK7HI3kpjkXnA3zr1rx7TArjhVZwr0l7hzUqmfPuw/AYAX2J/dXkKymApNOFaq4zqp9nMsNSOcjkvdTNEUkyHu046hAsdU+fn09DE6MkoPRYk0JTSaqj83chwrNYpDMxljPVCL3kT8z+tkOqr5ORNppqkgs4eijCOdoEkOqMckJZqPDMFEMnMrIgNsstAmrZIJwV388l/SPKm6TtW9NGnUYIYiHMAhHIMLZ1CHC/CgAQRu4RFe4NW6t56tN+t9Nlqw5jt78AvWxzeyjZW7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gBWV7EaqEhVtG9c10fgtEqO8vYs=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorBYmFxaJCYqoSBuhYiYUxSPQhtaFyXKe16jiR7QBV6MYvsMHCAEKsSPwHG3+D+xig5UhX9+ice+XrEyScKe0439bC4tLyympuLb++sbm1bRd2aipOJaFVEvNYNgKsKGeCVjXTnDYSSXEUcFoP+mcjv35NpWKxuNSDhPoR7goWMoK1kdp2oRVKTDKvfTvMvCvHtLZddErOGGieuFNSrJzc7z0WPx+8tv3V6sQkjajQhGOlmq6TaD/DUjPC6TDfShVNMOnjLm0aKnBElZ+NTx+iQ6N0UBhLU0Kjsfp7I8ORUoMoMJMR1j01643E/7xmqsOynzGRpJoKMnkoTDnSMRrlgDpMUqL5wBBMJDO3ItLDJgtt0sqbENzZL8+T2nHJdUruhUmjDBPkYB8O4AhcOIUKnIMHVSBwA0/wAq/WnfVsvVnvk9EFa7qzC39gffwAlyOXJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gBWV7EaqEhVtG9c10fgtEqO8vYs=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorBYmFxaJCYqoSBuhYiYUxSPQhtaFyXKe16jiR7QBV6MYvsMHCAEKsSPwHG3+D+xig5UhX9+ice+XrEyScKe0439bC4tLyympuLb++sbm1bRd2aipOJaFVEvNYNgKsKGeCVjXTnDYSSXEUcFoP+mcjv35NpWKxuNSDhPoR7goWMoK1kdp2oRVKTDKvfTvMvCvHtLZddErOGGieuFNSrJzc7z0WPx+8tv3V6sQkjajQhGOlmq6TaD/DUjPC6TDfShVNMOnjLm0aKnBElZ+NTx+iQ6N0UBhLU0Kjsfp7I8ORUoMoMJMR1j01643E/7xmqsOynzGRpJoKMnkoTDnSMRrlgDpMUqL5wBBMJDO3ItLDJgtt0sqbENzZL8+T2nHJdUruhUmjDBPkYB8O4AhcOIUKnIMHVSBwA0/wAq/WnfVsvVnvk9EFa7qzC39gffwAlyOXJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jbLszfTvwMeoSs1c7Y65NAnQzLQ=">AAAB73icbZC7TsMwGIX/lFspBVJWFosKialyWGBEYmEMEr1IbYgc12mtOk5kO0AU+igsDCDE27DxNriXAVqOZPnoHFv+/UWZ4Npg/O1UNja3tnequ7W9+v7Boduod3SaK8raNBWp6kVEM8ElaxtuBOtlipEkEqwbTa5nffeBKc1TeWeKjAUJGUkec0qMjUK3MYgVoaUfPk1L/x7bLXSbuIXnQuvGW5omLOWH7tdgmNI8YdJQQbTuezgzQUmU4VSwaW2Qa5YROiEj1rdWkoTpoJyPPkWnNhmiOFV2SYPm6e8bJUm0LpLInkyIGevVbhb+1/VzE18GJZdZbpiki4fiXCCTohkHNOSKUSMKawhV3M6K6JhYFsbSqlkI3uqX103nvOXhlneLoQrHcAJn4MEFXMEN+NAGCo/wAm/w7jw7r87HAlfFWXI7gj9yPn8AD8iStA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jbLszfTvwMeoSs1c7Y65NAnQzLQ=">AAAB73icbZC7TsMwGIX/lFspBVJWFosKialyWGBEYmEMEr1IbYgc12mtOk5kO0AU+igsDCDE27DxNriXAVqOZPnoHFv+/UWZ4Npg/O1UNja3tnequ7W9+v7Boduod3SaK8raNBWp6kVEM8ElaxtuBOtlipEkEqwbTa5nffeBKc1TeWeKjAUJGUkec0qMjUK3MYgVoaUfPk1L/x7bLXSbuIXnQuvGW5omLOWH7tdgmNI8YdJQQbTuezgzQUmU4VSwaW2Qa5YROiEj1rdWkoTpoJyPPkWnNhmiOFV2SYPm6e8bJUm0LpLInkyIGevVbhb+1/VzE18GJZdZbpiki4fiXCCTohkHNOSKUSMKawhV3M6K6JhYFsbSqlkI3uqX103nvOXhlneLoQrHcAJn4MEFXMEN+NAGCo/wAm/w7jw7r87HAlfFWXI7gj9yPn8AD8iStA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RZqUzRcnCTBXiPHhjeH/NuHti5o=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorhZHFokJiqhwWOlZiYSwSfUhtiBzXaa06TmQ7QBX6KSwMIMTKl7DxN7htBmg50tU9Oude+fqEqeDaYPztrK1vbG5tl3bKu3v7B4du5aitk0xR1qKJSFQ3JJoJLlnLcCNYN1WMxKFgnXB8NfM790xpnshbM0mZH5Oh5BGnxFgpcCv9SBGaN4PHad68w7YFbhXX8BxolXgFqUKBZuB+9QcJzWImDRVE656HU+PnRBlOBZuW+5lmKaFjMmQ9SyWJmfbz+elTdGaVAYoSZUsaNFd/b+Qk1noSh3YyJmakl72Z+J/Xy0xU93Mu08wwSRcPRZlAJkGzHNCAK0aNmFhCqOL2VkRHxGZhbFplG4K3/OVV0r6oebjm3eBqo17EUYITOIVz8OASGnANTWgBhQd4hld4c56cF+fd+ViMrjnFzjH8gfP5A2svlAs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RZqUzRcnCTBXiPHhjeH/NuHti5o=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorhZHFokJiqhwWOlZiYSwSfUhtiBzXaa06TmQ7QBX6KSwMIMTKl7DxN7htBmg50tU9Oude+fqEqeDaYPztrK1vbG5tl3bKu3v7B4du5aitk0xR1qKJSFQ3JJoJLlnLcCNYN1WMxKFgnXB8NfM790xpnshbM0mZH5Oh5BGnxFgpcCv9SBGaN4PHad68w7YFbhXX8BxolXgFqUKBZuB+9QcJzWImDRVE656HU+PnRBlOBZuW+5lmKaFjMmQ9SyWJmfbz+elTdGaVAYoSZUsaNFd/b+Qk1noSh3YyJmakl72Z+J/Xy0xU93Mu08wwSRcPRZlAJkGzHNCAK0aNmFhCqOL2VkRHxGZhbFplG4K3/OVV0r6oebjm3eBqo17EUYITOIVz8OASGnANTWgBhQd4hld4c56cF+fd+ViMrjnFzjH8gfP5A2svlAs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gBWV7EaqEhVtG9c10fgtEqO8vYs=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorBYmFxaJCYqoSBuhYiYUxSPQhtaFyXKe16jiR7QBV6MYvsMHCAEKsSPwHG3+D+xig5UhX9+ice+XrEyScKe0439bC4tLyympuLb++sbm1bRd2aipOJaFVEvNYNgKsKGeCVjXTnDYSSXEUcFoP+mcjv35NpWKxuNSDhPoR7goWMoK1kdp2oRVKTDKvfTvMvCvHtLZddErOGGieuFNSrJzc7z0WPx+8tv3V6sQkjajQhGOlmq6TaD/DUjPC6TDfShVNMOnjLm0aKnBElZ+NTx+iQ6N0UBhLU0Kjsfp7I8ORUoMoMJMR1j01643E/7xmqsOynzGRpJoKMnkoTDnSMRrlgDpMUqL5wBBMJDO3ItLDJgtt0sqbENzZL8+T2nHJdUruhUmjDBPkYB8O4AhcOIUKnIMHVSBwA0/wAq/WnfVsvVnvk9EFa7qzC39gffwAlyOXJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gBWV7EaqEhVtG9c10fgtEqO8vYs=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorBYmFxaJCYqoSBuhYiYUxSPQhtaFyXKe16jiR7QBV6MYvsMHCAEKsSPwHG3+D+xig5UhX9+ice+XrEyScKe0439bC4tLyympuLb++sbm1bRd2aipOJaFVEvNYNgKsKGeCVjXTnDYSSXEUcFoP+mcjv35NpWKxuNSDhPoR7goWMoK1kdp2oRVKTDKvfTvMvCvHtLZddErOGGieuFNSrJzc7z0WPx+8tv3V6sQkjajQhGOlmq6TaD/DUjPC6TDfShVNMOnjLm0aKnBElZ+NTx+iQ6N0UBhLU0Kjsfp7I8ORUoMoMJMR1j01643E/7xmqsOynzGRpJoKMnkoTDnSMRrlgDpMUqL5wBBMJDO3ItLDJgtt0sqbENzZL8+T2nHJdUruhUmjDBPkYB8O4AhcOIUKnIMHVSBwA0/wAq/WnfVsvVnvk9EFa7qzC39gffwAlyOXJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gBWV7EaqEhVtG9c10fgtEqO8vYs=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorBYmFxaJCYqoSBuhYiYUxSPQhtaFyXKe16jiR7QBV6MYvsMHCAEKsSPwHG3+D+xig5UhX9+ice+XrEyScKe0439bC4tLyympuLb++sbm1bRd2aipOJaFVEvNYNgKsKGeCVjXTnDYSSXEUcFoP+mcjv35NpWKxuNSDhPoR7goWMoK1kdp2oRVKTDKvfTvMvCvHtLZddErOGGieuFNSrJzc7z0WPx+8tv3V6sQkjajQhGOlmq6TaD/DUjPC6TDfShVNMOnjLm0aKnBElZ+NTx+iQ6N0UBhLU0Kjsfp7I8ORUoMoMJMR1j01643E/7xmqsOynzGRpJoKMnkoTDnSMRrlgDpMUqL5wBBMJDO3ItLDJgtt0sqbENzZL8+T2nHJdUruhUmjDBPkYB8O4AhcOIUKnIMHVSBwA0/wAq/WnfVsvVnvk9EFa7qzC39gffwAlyOXJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gBWV7EaqEhVtG9c10fgtEqO8vYs=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorBYmFxaJCYqoSBuhYiYUxSPQhtaFyXKe16jiR7QBV6MYvsMHCAEKsSPwHG3+D+xig5UhX9+ice+XrEyScKe0439bC4tLyympuLb++sbm1bRd2aipOJaFVEvNYNgKsKGeCVjXTnDYSSXEUcFoP+mcjv35NpWKxuNSDhPoR7goWMoK1kdp2oRVKTDKvfTvMvCvHtLZddErOGGieuFNSrJzc7z0WPx+8tv3V6sQkjajQhGOlmq6TaD/DUjPC6TDfShVNMOnjLm0aKnBElZ+NTx+iQ6N0UBhLU0Kjsfp7I8ORUoMoMJMR1j01643E/7xmqsOynzGRpJoKMnkoTDnSMRrlgDpMUqL5wBBMJDO3ItLDJgtt0sqbENzZL8+T2nHJdUruhUmjDBPkYB8O4AhcOIUKnIMHVSBwA0/wAq/WnfVsvVnvk9EFa7qzC39gffwAlyOXJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RZqUzRcnCTBXiPHhjeH/NuHti5o=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorhZHFokJiqhwWOlZiYSwSfUhtiBzXaa06TmQ7QBX6KSwMIMTKl7DxN7htBmg50tU9Oude+fqEqeDaYPztrK1vbG5tl3bKu3v7B4du5aitk0xR1qKJSFQ3JJoJLlnLcCNYN1WMxKFgnXB8NfM790xpnshbM0mZH5Oh5BGnxFgpcCv9SBGaN4PHad68w7YFbhXX8BxolXgFqUKBZuB+9QcJzWImDRVE656HU+PnRBlOBZuW+5lmKaFjMmQ9SyWJmfbz+elTdGaVAYoSZUsaNFd/b+Qk1noSh3YyJmakl72Z+J/Xy0xU93Mu08wwSRcPRZlAJkGzHNCAK0aNmFhCqOL2VkRHxGZhbFplG4K3/OVV0r6oebjm3eBqo17EUYITOIVz8OASGnANTWgBhQd4hld4c56cF+fd+ViMrjnFzjH8gfP5A2svlAs=</latexit>
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Figure 6.2 : (a) The flow chart of the ISGO algorithm within the VMC method. A network
is used to represent the ground state wave function. In every iteration step, the sampler gen-
erates Nsample samples following distribution P

0
x
/  ⇤0

x
 0

x
. Then the importance sampling

optimizer updates the network parameters through back propagation in a loop for Noptimize

times. Noptimize = 1 corresponds to the conventional gradient optimization method. The
whole process is iterated until convergence. The sampler and the optimizer share the same
wave function. We compare the training curves for a Nsite = 60 SU(2) spin chain using a
(L, F,K) = (16, 8, 3) CNN with one-hot encoding: (b) Variational energy versus iteration
steps. (c) Variational energy versus wall time on GPU/CPU. The initial learning rate for
Adam is 10�4.

network is fully convolutional [125], which means the network architecture is compatible

with different system sizes, and we can easily do transfer learning. Here, W [l], b[l], and a

are the network parameters that need to be optimized. The total number of parameter is

roughly KF
2
L.

Importance Sampling Gradient Optimization — Before introducing the ISGO method,

we first revisit the conventional gradient optimization method in VMC. The wave function

 ({w}) is encoded by the set of network parameters w 2 {W [l]
, b

[l]
, a}. In every iteration
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step, Nsample quantum states following distribution P
0
x
/ | 0

x
|2 are sampled using a Markov

chain. Here 0 is the input wave function from the previous step, and x indexes the sampled

states. The variational energy functional Ev({w}) = h 0({w})|H| 0({w})i
h 0({w})| 0({w})i is then computed.

To minimize Ev({w}), the network parameters are updated as w  w � ↵@wEv, where

the “learning rate” ↵ is a small parameter [126]. In our work, we use the Adam [127], a

variant of the Stochastic Gradient Descent algorithm. Here, @wEv is approximated by the

variational wave function  0 with the Nsample samples

@wEv ⇡
X

x

I
0
E

0
x
@wln 0

x
�
X

x

I
0
E

0
x

X

x

I
0
@wln 0

x
, (6.5)

where E
0
x
=
P

x0 Hx,x0 0
x0/ 0

x
is the local energy under  0 and I

0 = 2/Nsample. After the

parameters w are updated, the wave function changes from  0 to  which serves as the

input for the next iteration step, where a new set of states are sampled based on  and the

previously sampled states based on  0 are discarded.

Inspired by the off-policy policy gradient method in Reinforcement Learning (RL) [128,

129], we develop an efficient importance sampling gradient optimization (ISGO) method

that utilizes the mismatched samples, as shown in Fig. 6.2(a). The key is to renormalize

the distribution of those mismatched samples to | x|2 by multiplying the local energies and

derivatives in Eq. (6.5) with importance sampling factors:

@wEv ⇡
X

x

IxEx@wln x �
X

x

IxEx

X

x

Ix@wln x, (6.6)

where Ex is the local energy under the last updated wave function , and Ix
I0

= Px
P 0
x
= C | x|2

| 0
x|2

with C the normalization factor which can also be approximated using
P

x
Ix/I

0 = 1. The

key difference, in comparison to the conventional method, is that, within each iteration

step, the network parameters w (and hence the wave functions) are updated multiple times.

This enables us to use the Nsample sampled states much more efficiently. Furthermore, the

update procedure can be efficiently parallelized and run on GPUs.
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We plot the variational energies versus iteration step and wall time for a 60 sites SU(2)

chain with a 16 layers CNN in Fig. 6.2(b) and (c) [111]. As can be seen, the ISGO method

converges with much fewer samples and much faster on GPU than the conventional method.

We also implement the ISGO method using Tensorflow with auto differentiation [130],

which allows us to try new network architectures much more easily. Our code for both

RBM and CNN can be found in Ref. [131]. We emphasize that, although we choose a par-

ticular gradient optimization algorithm Adam in our work, the concept of ISGO is general

and can be implemented with any other optimization methods.

Numerical Results for 1D SU(N) Spin Chain — We test our DNN on the Sutherland

model, the 1D homogeneous SU(N ) spin chain governed by Hamiltonian (6.1). We pick

this model for two main reasons. First, the ground state energy of this model can be exactly

solved by Bethe Ansatz [132], which allows us to benchmark our results [111]. Second,

the number of spin states N controls the complexity of the system, which allows us to

systematically study the efficiency and accuracy of the DNN as the complexity of the model

grows. Numerical details can be found in [111].

Figure 6.3 shows our main results of the ground-state energies for various N on an

Nsite = 60 chain with a DNN with varying depth (i.e., number of layers L) and width

(i.e., kernel size K). We tested two encoding methods for the input state. Fig. 6.3(a,b)

correspond to the value encoding, while (c,d) correspond to the one-hot encoding. The

value encoding imposes ordinality, i.e., different spin states are encoded into a number

with the average value to be zero. For one-hot encoding, different spin states are encoded

into a vector orthogonal to each other, and thus are not ordinal. For example, for an N = 3

system, the three spin states are encoded into values of�1/2, 0, 1/2 in value encoding, and

into vectors (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) in one-hot encoding. The one-hot encoding requires

more computational resources (in terms of both memory and computational time) than
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the value encoding, and scales linearly with respect to N . However, in general, it yields

better accuracy than the value encoding method. This could be due to the fact that one-hot

encoding encodes each spin state into a vector which effectively enlarges the dimension of

the parameter space. Optimization in such an artificially enlarged space helps to prevent

the system stuck in metastable states [133].

Figures 6.3(a,c) display the results from a single-layer network with varying width. As

one can see, increasing the kernel size K helps bring the ground-state energy closer to

the exact solution represented by horizontal dashed lines, which indicates that, for such a

shallow network, large kernel size is necessary for capturing long-range effects mediated

by nearest-neighbor interactions. Here, one-hot encoding performs significantly better than

value encoding especially for SU(N > 2), where, no matter how large the kernel size is,

the energies computed via value encoding do not converge to exact solutions. In Fig. 6.3

(b, d), we fix the width of the network, but vary its depth by adjusting the number of layers

L. Even for a relatively small kernel size K = 3, increasing L helps to bring the computed

ground-state energy closer to the exact result. Therefore, a DNN can capture long-range

effects even with a small kernel size. For the SU(5) model (the largest N we used in the

calculation), the energy does not converge to the exact solution using value encoding with

kernel size 3. Simply by increasing the kernel size to 5, we can reduce the computed

ground-state energy and match it with the exact solution as the black squares shown in

Fig. 6.3(b). We vary the number of channels F and find that the energy results are not

sensitive to F . More details can be found in the Supplemental Materials [111].

The Bethe Ansatz method can yield energy spectrum and, in principle, the many-body

wave function for exactly solvable models such as the one considered here. However, due

to the complexity of a general many-body wave function, it remains a tremendous challenge

to compute other useful quantities such as the correlation functions. Often, advanced nu-
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merical techniques are needed for such tasks [134, 135]. To further demonstrate the power

of DNN, here we show our results for the loop correlation function

Sm,n = (�1)m�n h(m · · ·n)i , (6.7)

where, the expectation value is taken with respect to the ground state, and (m · · ·n) is

the loop permutation operator that permutes the spatial indices in the wave function by

m ! m + 1,m + 1 ! m + 2, ..., n � 1 ! n, n ! m. Physically, this operator puts the

spin in the original nth position to the m
th position and correspondingly move the spins

at the original ith (with i = m, ..., n � 1) positions to their neighboring position on the

right. The loop correlation function appears in the definition of the one-body density matrix

of 1D strongly interacting quantum spinor gases whose ground state can be represented

by a strong coupling ansatz wave function [112, 114, 115, 136, 137] due to the fact that

such wave functions must obey the permutation symmetry rule originated from quantum

indistinguishability.

For the homogeneous system we considered here, Sm,n = Sr with r ⌘ n�m. We plot

Sr for an SU(N ) spin chain with Nsite = 60 spins in Fig. 6.4(a), and its discrete Fourier

transform Sk = |
P

r
Sre

ikr| in Fig. 6.4(b). Sr and Sk characterize the correlation in the

real and the momentum space, respectively. By taking the Jordan-Wigner transformation,

an SU(N ) spin chain with each spin component having Nsite/N spins can be mapped to a

nearest-neighbor interacting N -component fermionic system with each component having

Nsite/N fermions [137, 138]. The peaks of Sk at k = ±⇡/N , that can be clearly seen

in Fig. 6.4(b), correspond to the Fermi points of those fermions. These peaks lead to the

singularities of the momentum distribution of strongly interacting spinor Fermi gases at the

same momentum point [137, 138].

Conclusion and Outlook — We have constructed a DNN, combined with VMC, to study

the ground state of the 1D SU(N ) spin chain. The key in our work is the development of
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the ISGO algorithm, which can be straightforwardly applied to any type of variational wave

functions, for the optimization procedure. This algorithm allows us to efficiently train the

network, and is particularly suitable for training DNNs which typically contains a large

number of parameters. Note that the VMC with the ISGO algorithm may be interpreted as

an RL process if we identify the Markov-chain state trajectories in the former as the state

transitions/policies in the latter. We tested the network to solve the 1D SU(N ) spin chain

model and systematically investigated the performance of the network by varying its depth

and width. We have found that, when using value state encoding, as the complexity of the

model increases by increasing N , it is not sufficient just to increase the width (i.e., kernel

size) of the network, one needs to add more depth to capture the long-range correlation of

the quantum state. We only show numerical results computed by the DNN up to 16 layers.

We do not observe any significant benefit by using much deeper networks up to 100 layers

on this model. This could be due to a potential problem of vanishing gradients in very

deep networks (see Ref. [139, 140] and references therein), which may be alleviated via

using other network architectures such as ResNet [140], which we leave for future studies.

Finally, we note that another key finding from our work, which has not been discussed in

previous works, is the importance of input states encoding. We find that one-hot encoding,

although requires more computational resource, in general leads to much more accurate

results than value encoding.

In conclusion, our study clearly demonstrates that it is feasible to use DNNs to represent

quantum many-body wave functions and to significantly enhance the efficiency of numeri-

cal quantum many-body computation. Applying machine learning techniques to quantum

many-body physics is still a young and emerging field with many open questions. We be-

lieve that such investigation will not only benefit quantum physics, but may also help us to

gain deeper insights into the neural networks.
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Supplemental Material

6.2 Bethe Ansatz solution for ground-state energy of SU(N ) spin chain

The 1D homogeneous SU(N ) spin-chain model (Sutherland model) can be solved using

Bethe-Ansatz as reported in Ref. [132]. In this section, we provide details of how to numer-

ically calculate the ground-state energy for a finite size SU(N ) spin-chain model with peri-

odic boundary condition. Consider the case with all N spin components equally populated

with M spins. There are a total number of Nsite = MN spins. Following Eq. (63)(↵)(�)(⇣)

in Ref. [132], the Bethe Ansatz equations consist of the following (N � 1) set of coupled

equations:

N✓(2↵)�
X

↵0

✓(↵� ↵
0) +

X

�

✓(2↵� 2�) + 2⇡J↵ = 0 ,

X

↵

✓(2� � 2↵)�
X

�0

✓(� � �
0) +

X

�

✓(2� � 2�) + 2⇡J� = 0 ,

...
X

�

✓(2⇣ � 2�)�
X

⇣0

✓(⇣ � ⇣
0) + 2⇡J⇣ = 0

(6.8)

where ✓(x) = �2arctan(x). ↵, �, �, ... are the (N � 1) sets of rapidities to be solved. The

j
th set of equations (rapidities) has size Mj = (N � j)M , where j = 1, 2, ..., N � 1. For

example, there are (N � 1)M different equations for (N � 1)M different ↵’s, (N � 2)M

different equations for (N�2)M different �’s, and so on. So there are totally (N�1)NM/2

different equations. J↵’s are integers or half odd integers and serve as quantum numbers

[132]. For N = 2, there is only a single set of equations with size M :

N✓(2↵)�
X

↵0

✓(↵� ↵
0) + 2⇡J↵ = 0 , (6.9)

which are just the Bethe Ansatz Equations for 1D Heisenberg model.
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For every set of equations with size Mj , the quantum numbers J’s are concentrated

around the origin.

Jj = �
Mj � 1

2
, �Mj � 1

2
+ 1, ... ,

Mj � 1

2
. (6.10)

And the ground state energy can be calculated by Eq. (56) in Ref. [132]:

E = N � 2(N � 1)M � 2
(N�1)MX

l=1

cosKl . (6.11)

Using the the relation of momentum and rapidity: Kl = �✓(2↵l), we have:

E = N �
(N�1)MX

l=1

1

1/4 + ↵
2
l

. (6.12)

Note that the rapidities in Eq. (6.8) can be numerically solved for up to hundreds of spins

using standard zero-finding libraries such as SciPy. Therefore, the exact ground state en-

ergy can be efficiently computed via Eq. (6.8) and Eq. (6.12). We provide the python code

for solving the ground state energy for arbitrary N and Nsite in [131].

6.3 The unitary transformation

In general, the ground-state wave function of the SU(N ) spin model Eq. (6.1) in the main

text is not always positive. However, current DNNs only support positive wave functions.

The reason is that at the final output, first ln is calculated then an exponential is used

to output  , which is a positive value. In order to overcome this constraint, one needs to

either add sign in the DNN by hand or do a unitary transformation for the Hamiltonian. We

choose the latter by replacing the spin exchange operator P in Eq. (6.1) of the main text by

P̃ |↵, �i =

8
>><

>>:

|�,↵i ↵ = �

� |�,↵i ↵ 6= �

(6.13)
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The new Hamiltonian has exactly the same eigenspectrum, but its ground-state wave func-

tion is positive. In this paper, we focus on studying the new model with the spin-exchange

operator P̃ under periodic boundary conditions. And we also need to change the loop

correlation operators in Eq. (6.7) of the main text by adding corresponding signs.

6.4 More numerical details and results

We typically use 1500 iteration steps, the initial learning rate for Adam is set to 10�3 for

the first 100 steps and then changed to 10�4, Nsample = 20000 except for the first 10 steps

to avoid out-of-memory, and Noptimize = 100 for the first 1000 steps and then set to 10. We

average the network parameters over the last 100 steps when calculating physical quantities.

Besides the kernel size K and the number of layers L, we have also studied the effects

of changing the number of filters F . We fix the kernel size K = 11 with one hidden layer,

and the results are shown in Fig. 6.5. We found that for the value encoding in Fig. 6.5(a), the

energies are not sensitive for SU(2) and SU(3) models. But for SU(4) and SU(5) models,

the variational energies are still far away from the exact solutions. While for the one-hot

encoding in Fig. 6.5(b), all energies are not sensitive to the number of filters.

N BA one-hot encoding error [%] value encoding error [%]

2 -0.3868 -0.3865 0.06 -0.3866 0.05

3 -0.7038 -0.7027 0.16 -0.6885 2.18

4 -0.8258 -0.8237 0.25 -0.8020 2.88

5 -0.8854 -0.8827 0.32 -0.8586 3.03

Table 6.1 : Comparison of the variational energies of a one-hidden layer CNN for Nsite = 60
SU(N ) spin chains with exact Bethe Ansatz (BA) results. The kernel size is K = 19. Both
results from the one-hot and the value encoding are included. The incertitudes on the VMC
data are smaller than 10�4.
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In Table I, we list the ground state energies obtained from our numerical calculation

with a one-layer CNN and compare them with the Bethe Ansatz (BA) exact results. One

can clearly see that the one-hot encoding yields much more accurate results than the value

encoding. The one-hot results are comparable to those given in Ref. [134].

6.5 Comparison with restricted Boltzmann machines

So far, Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) remain as the most widely used machine

learning tool in solving quantum many-body physics. In representing wave functions, an

RBM can be regarded as a 1-hidden layer neural network [141], with activation function

being ln(2 cosh(x)). Also, the RBM wave function in Ref. [89] uses translational sym-

metry, which is equivalent to a CNN with kernel size K = Nsite and periodic boundary

condition. The number of channels ↵ in Ref. [89] plays the same role as the number of

filters F in our work. We plot the ground state variational energies of a convolutional RBM

(K  Nsite) with different K in Fig. 6.6, which should be compared with Fig. 6.3(a)(c)

in the main text, where we plot the energies as a function of convolutional kernel size K

in a one-layer CNN. It can be seen that the RBM results are very similar to those of the

one-layer CNN although they use different activation functions. In addition, Fig. 6.6 also

shows that, just as in our work, one-hot encoding with RBM has a significant advantage

over value encoding for N > 2.

6.6 Comparison of GPU and CPU performance

To compare the computational speed of the ISGO method on GPUs and CPUs, the wall

time for the calculations of the SU(2) model on a Nsite = 60 size cluster with model archi-

tecture (L, F, K) = (16, 8, 3) is plotted in Fig. 6.2(c) in the main text. We have performed
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simulations on a single K80 GPU with 11GB memory of Google Colaboratory and two

2.30GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPUs. The ISGO method has two steps: Monte Carlo sam-

pling and importance sampling gradient optimization. The Monte Carlo sampling step is

always calculated on CPUs. The simulation with Noptimize = 1 corresponds to conventional

GO method, whose performance on GPU (blue line) is similar to the one of the ISGO

method on CPUs (green line), as in main text Fig. 6.2(c). Remarkably, the simulation with

the ISGO method on GPUs (red line) arrives at good variational energy at about 0.5h, while

the conventional GO method (blue line) requires about 5h to obtain a similar accuracy for

variational energy. The simulation with the conventional GO method on CPUs (magenta

line) is the slowest one due to python overhead. The results show that the simulations

with the ISGO method on GPU are at least one order of magnitude faster than the conven-

tional GO method on any hardware. We also observe the speedup is even greater for more

complex networks.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.3 : The ground-state energy for Nsite = 60 SU(N ) spin chains (N = 2, 3, 4, 5)
using CNN with value encoding (a)(b) and one-hot encoding (c)(d). (a) and (c) are for one
layer L = 1 with fixed channel number F = 8 and different kernel size K. (b) and (d) are
for fixed channel number and kernel size (F = 8, K = 3) but different number of layers L.
In (b), the black squares are for F = 8 and K = 5. The horizontal black dashed lines are
exact results from Bethe Ansatz.
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Figure 6.4 : (a) Real space loop correlation functions Sr for the SU(N ) spin chain with
N = 5, 4, 3, 2 from top to bottom. (b) The Fourier transform of Sr: Sk = |

P
r
Sre

ikr| with
peaks at k = ±⇡/N .
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.5 : The 1-hidden layer CNN ground state energies for 60 sites SU(N ) spin chains,
where N = 2, 3, 4, 5. (a) is for state value encoding. (b) is for state one-hot encoding. The
only variable parameter is the number of filters F. The black dashed lines are exact results
from Bethe Ansatz.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.6 : The RBM ground state energies for 60 sites SU(N ) spin chains, where N =
2, 3, 4, 5. (a) is for state value encoding. (b) is for state one-hot encoding. The only variable
parameter is the kernel size K. The black dashed lines are exact results from Bethe Ansatz.
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